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September 12, 2011

The Maine Campus

Stuff
happens
at the
A decade
after disaster
A family’s sacrifice, elevated public safety: Orono’s response to 9/11
Photo courtesy Dov Harrington (www.dovharrington.com, twitter.com/idovermani) via Flickr

Staff report
A decade later, every American is paying for the fallout of 9/11.
The War on Terror has lasted nearly
10 years since beginning in October 2001
with strikes in Afghanistan, where the
radical Islamic Taliban government harbored Osama bin Laden’s al-Qaida. More
expensive and deadlier conflict spilled
over into Iraq in 2003.
Orono, like every American town, has
borne a partial burden of international
warfare against a hard-to-pin-down enemy.
Since the start of war in October 2001,
Orono’s burden alone for the collective
War on Terror is nearing $17 million, according to costofwar.com.
Every minute, Orono’s tally increases
by more than $4.
The website estimated more than $1.248
trillion in total costs to taxpayers as of
Sept. 11, 2011, while the total economic
impact on America of 9/11 including items
like the future costs of health care for military personnel was estimated by The New
York Times to be $3.3 trillion.
According to Department of Defense
totals, more than 6,200 American troops
have died in the War on Terror. That total
doesn’t include the approximately 3,000
individuals who died on 9/11.
“Osama bin Laden succeeded. We hate
to admit it, but he succeeded,” said Paul
Holman, a University of Maine visiting
professor of international affairs. “He
wanted to hurt us economically. He has
grossly increased our national deficit.”
Henry Munson, a professor of anthropology at UMaine whose studies focus primarily on religion and violence, perceives
9/11 as having broader implications for
the United States and the world.
“Like most Americans, I remember seeing the second plane crash into the [south]

tower. I remember seeing people jumping
to their death,“ he said. “And I remember seeing people holding photographs of
fathers, mothers, husbands and wives —
desperately hoping they were still alive.”
But in the 10 years since the United
States hurtled toward full-fledged war on
two Middle Eastern fronts, Orono has not
only paid money.
Residents, one family in particular,
have seen the war strike home far harder
than a hit to the wallet.

A soldier’s motivation
After seeing the carnage of 9/11, Brandon Silk, then a junior at Orono High
School, was livid.
Nearly 3,000 people died that day because four passenger planes were hijacked
by members of al-Qaida.
Two felled the twin towers of New York
City’s World Trade Center, and another
destroyed a piece of the Pentagon in Arlington, Va. The last crashed in a remote
Pennsylvania field and is believed to have
been headed toward the White House.
“Brandon wanted Osama bin Laden,”
his mother, Lynn Silk, principal of Fourteenth Street School in Bangor, said. “He
wanted people to know you didn’t attack
the United States with impunity.”
Brandon registered on his 18th birthday and served four tours of duty — two
in Afghanistan and one each in Iraq and
Korea — mostly doing medical evacuations. He made it to the rank of sergeant
in the Army’s 101st Airborne Division.
Though it was always a career option
he discussed, his parents believe that for
him, and many of his comrades, 9/11 was
the catalyst.
“If they were remotely on the fence, that
pushed them into it,” his father, Mark
Silk, said. “There was no turning back
that day.

“That was the proverbial gas on the
fire.”
In the University of Maine’s Reserve
Officer Training Corps, it would seem the
reasons that prompted Brandon to enlist
also influenced his peers.
Since 2004, UMaine’s ROTC program
has seen steady increases in enrollment.
This year, it has its largest class in 20
years.
Maj. James Karcanes, enrollment officer for UMaine ROTC, was hesitant to
paint the growth of his program solely as
a result of the 9/11 attacks. He placed it
alongside other factors, such as guaranteed employment in a tumultuous economic situation.
“I think it’s a fusion of me going down
and targeting the right kind of person that
is patriotic but also has a sense of adventure and leadership,” Karcanes said, describing an individual who is “looking not
only at college but how they are going to
do a career, and they can see that the military is a part of that.”
Bin Laden, the mastermind behind the
attacks, was killed this May by United
States Special Forces at a Pakistan compound.
Brandon didn’t see it.
He died June 21, 2010, when the Black
Hawk helicopter he was crew chief of
made a hard landing while attempting to
deliver Australian troops deep into a combat zone. At 25, he left behind a wife and
stepson.
“He was a student of history, and he
studied war,” Lynn Silk said. “He knows
the cost, and he was willing to pay that.”
He had talked about dying before, his
parents said.
“He had everything set up to die,” Lynn
Silk said. “His will was set. His bequeaths
were set. I mean, how many 25-year-olds
do that?
“But,” she said, in today’s military cli-

mate, “that’s not uncommon.”
David and Blaine, his two younger
brothers, joined later. They serve in the
Maine Air National Guard in security
forces. David also serves as a patrol officer
with the Orono Police Department.

Bolstering local safety
On Sept. 11, 2001, Capt. Josh Ewing of
the Orono Police Department returned
home at roughly 7:30 a.m. from working
a night shift and fell asleep.
Shortly after getting into bed, Ewing
remembers his wife frantically running
into their bedroom. She told him America
was under attack, and he needed to see
what was on television.
Confused, Ewing made his way into
the living room and saw reports of the attacks.
“For us, it always comes back to the fact
the we’re losing brothers and sisters,” Ewing said. “Police officers and firefighters
— to see those guys doing […] their job,
rushing toward the danger when everyone is trying to get away, and to lose that
number of people is just devastating.”
Ewing added that the federal government provides local law enforcement
agencies with more accurate and effective
information now, which makes their work
easier.
“The government is better at pointing
out when we need to take a little more care
and what we are looking for, where we
should be looking,” Ewing said. “This enhances our level of security.”
According to Ewing, an increase in funding has created better training opportunities for officers and has made it possible
for the police department to obtain better
communication equipment, such as radios
that can be used during emergency

Students on the lawn in front of Estabrooke Hall take part in a candlelight vigil commemorating the 10th anniversary of the 9/11 attacks.
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Left, A2: Students gathered for the 10th anniversary of 9/11 in front of the Raymond Fogler Library. Here the
ROTC Color Guard present the colors and raising of the flag.
Right, A2: Ginger Triebwasser expresses emotion during the first moment of silence in memory of American
Airlines Flight 11, the aircraft that hit the first tower of the World Trade Center.
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“I don’t think life has changed fundamentally.
It hasn’t changed as much as it should have. ... It’s time to get
serious about our relationship with the rest of the world.”

Paul Holman
University of Maine
Visiting professor of international affairs

Left, A3: Students and members of fraternities and sororities congregated around campus for a candlelight vigil
for the 10th anniversary of 9/11.
Right, A3: Orono residents Mark and Lynn Silk’s eldest son, Brandon, died in 2010 after the Black Hawk helicopter
he was crew chief on made a hard landing in Afghanistan. At 25, Brandon was a sergeant during his fourth tour of
duty, and second in Afghanistan with the Army’s 101st Airborne Division.

9/11

from A1
situations.
“Money was pumped into a
lot of areas,” Ewing said. “We
improved radio communications
and the ability to get onto other
frequencies and share those frequencies if needed during a major incident.”
The money was also used for
training sessions teaching patrol
officers tactics once reserved
for special units, such as bomb
squads and SWAT teams.
These classes teach officers
how to identify and handle explosives, how to respond to
a bombing, and planning and
strategy techniques for responding to a situation in a timely
manner.
“The style of reaction is very
universal now,” Ewing said.
“It’s an incident management
style. It’s something that fire-

men have been doing for many,
many years now, and now it is a
nationwide standard.”
Ewing added that the fire department has been able to invest
in better first-responder gear
and new capabilities to use in
responding to most situations.
“Locally, we were expected
to just be a bit more aware and
respond differently to suspicious complaints,” Ewing said.
“We need to be aware of the
larger picture.”

Are we safer?

A decade later, Ewing believes
Orono is a safer place.
“It’s not that I don’t think we
were prepared 10 years ago,” Ewing said. “But Orono is safer because I know the trainings we get,
the equipment that we have, and I
know the quality of the people we
have now compared to then.”
In Holman’s opinion, the
American reaction to the events

of 9/11 hasn’t done the gravity
of the event justice.
He said soaring debt, what
he perceives as lack of quality
of American public education, a
failure to reverse dependence on
foreign oil, and print and broadcast news inadequacies combine
to illustrate a country failing to
heal from attack.
“I don’t think life has changed
fundamentally. It hasn’t changed
as much as it should have,” he
said. “It’s more than anger at
al-Qaida and checking people
when they fly. It’s time to get
serious about our relationship
with the rest of the world.”
Retired Capt. Jim Settele
echoed Holman’s feelings that
life for an average American
hasn’t much changed.
He served for 27 years in the
United States Navy and as assistant to former Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld from
2001 to 2003 before assuming
his current role as deputy direc-

tor of UMaine’s School of Policy and International Affairs.
When asked about security
measures that have aroused
public ire about possible restrictions on civil liberties, such as
the USA PATRIOT Act, enacted
weeks after the initial attacks,
Settele questioned whether the
average citizen could point to a
specific incident in which his or
her life was directly affected.
“When you talk about the
PATRIOT Act, it conjures up
such negative feelings,” he said.
“There’s a generic and esoteric
piece that you want to think
about, saying, ‘That’s not right.’
But then you think about it in
terms of yourself — have you
been violated, has somebody
listened to you or whatever?”
In terms of the pros and cons
of new limitations, Settele sees
far more beneficial than harmful
results.
“At the same time, think
about the balance [the U.S.

government has] to maintain,”
he said. “In 10 years, we have
not had another 9/11 […] a coordinated terrorist attack where
hundreds or even thousands
of Americans are killed — we
haven’t had that in 10 years.”
“You have to understand that
there are folks out there that
have been trying — that want
that to happen,” he said.
According to Munson, the
social implications of those
conflicts and what happened on
9/11 as they relate to the fabric of American society are far
more difficult to gauge.
“9/11 reinforced the widespread view that Islam is an
inherently violent religion. The
truth is that most religions have
been used to [justify] violence
at some point,” he said. “Not all
adherents of a particular religion
interpret it the same way.”
Munson, also a cooperating
professor in the School of Policy and International Affairs at

UMaine and fluent in Arabic, believes the direction of the United
States changed dramatically in
the wake of 9/11.
He said everything from interest in Islam to its relationship
to American politics and its place
in American society changed after that day.
“Unfortunately, the government of the United States responded to 9/11 by engaging in
two counterproductive wars that
resulted in far more deaths than
did 9/11 itself,” Munson said.
“Defeating groups like alQaida entails refined intelligence
analysis and trying to decrease
their ability to gain recruits and
supporters. It does not entail occupying Muslim countries or nation-building.”
The nation-building efforts
Munson refers to have come with
a steep cost in human lives.
In Iraq, 4,474 U.S. military
personnel have lost their lives,
and 1,762 U.S. servicemembers
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“We know where he is, and we’ll be with him.
That’s a comforting thing.”
Lynn Silk
Orono
Mother of U.S. Army Sgt. Brandon Silk
Michael Shepherd • Editor in Chief
have died in Afghanistan, according to the U.S. Department
of Defense.
According to the United Nations annual casualty report,
2,777 civilians were killed as a
result of fighting in Afghanistan
in 2010 alone.
If you ask Holman, the United
States was justified in intervening in Afghanistan after learning
the attacks were planned by bin
Laden and al-Qaida.
But nearly 10 years after the
first military strikes in Afghanistan and the war’s spillover into
Iraq, he thinks the situation has
gone too far.
“Military power is not the
response to 9/11,” he said. “We
had to use military power in the
beginning but ended up nationbuilding a nation that doesn’t
want to be built.”

‘America is tired’

Going forward, Settele be-

lieves the economic climate
combined with changing American attitudes about the War on
Terror will lead to fewer groundbased military operations, and
increased naval and air force
supremacy.
“America is tired. We’re not
willing to lose lives anymore,”
Settele said. “When you put a
lot of sailors out there on ships,
you’re not losing lives. You put
a bunch of Air Force guys out
there in airplanes, you’re not losing lives.
“You put a bunch of Marines
and soldiers on the ground in a
foreign country, you’re going to
lose lives,” he added. “We’re just
not going to do that anymore.”
A bolstered outreach community aimed at generating
goodwill while helping to spread
American values is the future he
envisions.
“I’m a big fan of soft power, and I think the ability to go
ahead and work through the

State Department and USAID
and the NGOs — that will benefit us more in the future,” he
said.
“If we didn’t have the military involvement, I think this
would be a part of our daily
news,” Mark Silk said.
But the Silks aren’t as tired
as the academics. They remember the time Brandon evacuated
a girl brutalized by the Taliban.
The memory stuck with him.
“Brandon believed in what
he was doing,” Mark Silk said.
“He got to see the impact this
oppressive regime had on its
citizens.”
They say, unlike many media
portrayals, that virtually every
military family they have met
is in full support of not only the
soldiers but the mission they are
on.
“We’re devastated that we
lost our child,” Lynn Silk said.
“But there’s no heavy burden
from what he did. We’re happy

in the fact he died doing something he loved.
“We’re really religious,” she
said. “We know where he is, and
we’ll be with him. That’s a comforting thing.”

No regrets

Today, the Silks say many
of the men who served with
Brandon are “like family.”
“Mother’s Day, I get
swamped with stuff from them
— my birthday,” Lynn Silk
said. “They’re good boys.”
Since Brandon’s death, the
Silks praised virtually every
prominent Maine politician
for their support — from the
state’s congressional delegation to Gov. Paul LePage and
former Gov. John Baldacci
to State Rep. Emily Cain, DOrono.
“This is above politics,”
Lynn Silk said.
On June 30, 2010, when

his body was taken in a hearse fore he left for his last tour,
from the Maine Army Na- Lynn Silk said Brandon was
tional Guard base in Bangor given the option to stay home.
to the United Baptist
As he did before, he
Church in Old Town,
said no.
the streets were lined
“Every time he
with people.
would get to the
“Patriotism is not
threshold, he would
dead,” Mark Silk said.
call and say, ‘I know
“This is a very libyou don’t like this,
eral community, and
but I re-enlisted,’”
it’s very political and
Lynn Silk said.
generally
anti-war,” Brandon Silk
It was a yearlong
she said. “When Brantour, and he could be
don came home, it was
home now.
all put aside.”
But when asked if her son
The crowd included foot- would have come back, Lynn
ball players from Orono High Silk gave a faint, sheepish
School, wearing their jer- smile.
seys along the route. Brandon
“I think he would have replayed football at the high enlisted.”
school.
This piece was chiefly written by
“I think if he had lived, he
would do his 20 years and find Features Editor Rob Stigile. Editor
a little middle school or high in Chief Michael Shepherd, Assisschool and coach football,” tant News Editor Jamison Cocklin
and staff reporter Matthew Soucy
Lynn Silk said.
In April 2010, a week be- contributed reporting.
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Under contract with UM,
Kennedy takes Conn. job

Michael Shepherd • Editor in Chief

Past president switches states, though set to teach biology
that have a broader systemwide and statewide potential.
In my mind, I am not working
The University of Maine’s for the system.”
immediate past president has
The contract did not list an
a new job heading up the end date but said “Kennedy
board of regents of a brand- shall fully retire from [system]
new merged college system in employment no later than AuConnecticut, despite a contract gust 31, 2016.”
saying he’ll return to
As president of
teach at UMaine in
the board of reJanuary 2012.
gents, created last
Former University
spring,
Kennedy
of Maine President
will help supervise
Robert Kennedy was
the four campuses
appointed
interim
of the Connecticut
president of the Board
State
University
of Regents for Higher
system, the state’s
Education in Con12 community colnecticut by Governor
leges and Charter
Dannel P. Malloy on
Oak College, an
Kennedy
Aug. 22.
online school.
A system spokesKennedy said
woman
confirmed “I think they’re the
Connecticut
University of Maine
State
University
certainly
System
Chancellor
system, the dozen
very, very
Richard Pattenaude
community collegdifferent
was notified Kennedy
es and Charter Oak
would take the posi- positions and College each have
tion only that day.
a board of trustees
very,very
As
permanent
to be dissolved in
president of the Con- different roles. January so that the
necticut board, Keninstitutions can
I don’t see a 17
nedy would be paid a
be united under the
$340,000 salary with
conflict.”
Board of Regents.
$25,000 in possible
A plan was fibonus pay per year.
nalized on April 27 to merge
He would be paid $127,000 those campuses.
if he remained at UMaine as
According to the Connetia professor of biological sci- cut Mirror, Kennedy spoke to
ence.
Malloy a week later.
Kennedy, who stepped down
“The first contact of any
from the UMaine presidency sort was sometime in May,”
in June, can’t be approved by Kennedy said, adding that the
Malloy as the newly created conversation focused on “just
board’s permanent president a little bit about what Goveruntil Jan. 1, when board mem- nor Malloy intended and the
bers make official recommen- discussion going on in the
dations. Malloy has expressed Connecticut legislation at the
confidence that Kennedy will time to create this new system
make the short list.
and, of course, whether or not
But the contract, signed I had any interest in being inby Kennedy and Pattenaude volved.”
on March 12, 2010, says he
Corenna Howard, an attorwould return as a professor ney retained by University of
on Jan. 15, 2012, and would Maine Student Government as
be working on special assign- an undergraduate student lements regarding sustainable gal aid, said there is no legal
energy initiatives at the sys- reason Kennedy can’t look for
tem level.
other jobs while under conKennedy described his tract to return to UMaine in
UMaine arrangement in an January.
April interview with The
“You can’t restrict someMaine Campus (“Outgoing one from living their life, bapresident reflects on 7-year sically,” she said. “You can
UMaine tenure,” April 24, put in there that you can’t look
2010).
for another job, but […] that’s
“I will still be a UMaine kind of not enforceable.”
faculty member working from
The contract doesn’t cona home base on campus,” he tain such a restriction.
said then. “The system may reIt also doesn’t mention the
imburse the campus for some possibility of Kennedy taking
of my time to work on alter- another job during that time or
native energy and other things what that would mean for his
By Beth Kevit
News Editor

promised position at UMaine.
Kennedy’s contract says
during his sabbatical he “has
the option to accept visiting
appointments and other temporary assignments elsewhere
and continue to receive full
sabbatical salary.”
Markson would not specify
if penalties are involved for
failing to fulfill contractual
obligations, saying the situation was a personnel matter.
Kennedy said he is speaking with the chancellor’s office about the possibility of
changing the contract’s terms.
“Amending,” he said, rather than referring to a possibility that he may not return as
breaking his contract. “I think
I’ll use that word — amending
the contract.
“It’s all very new and we’re
having discussions on all of
the points that are in that contract because certainly this
was unanticipated, on my part
at least,” he said.
In Jan. 2010, Kennedy was
named a finalist for one of
two positions on the University of Minnesota’s Board of
Regents.
Although he did not get
either position, Kennedy was
accused by another candidate
of “playing both sides” in balancing employment offers in
Minnesota and Maine, according to a Jan. 14, 2011 article in
The Maine Campus (“Kennedy to be recommended twice
to Minnesota lawmakers for
regents spot”).
Kennedy said he did not
know what January 2012
would bring.
If he is appointed as permanent president, it would be two
weeks before he is expected to
begin teaching at UMaine.
Howard said that unless
specified in a contract, there
is no legal provision requiring a certain number of days
of notice when someone plans
to break a contract.
Kennedy’s contract states
that he “may revoke this
agreement within seven days
of signing it” and gives the
method by which he could do
that. It wasn’t revoked.
He said he does not see a
conflict of interest in courting
one position in higher education while being under contract to fulfill another.
“I think they’re certainly
very, very different positions and very, very different
roles,” he said. “I don’t see a
conflict.”

Condos to rise from gutted mill
Decaying Orono property redeveloped at prime location
By Lauren Reeves
For The Maine Campus
Set overlooking the Penobscot and Stillwater Rivers, Webster Point will soon be home to
24 condominiums where the historic Webster Mill once stood.
On Aug. 22, Webster Mill
was decaying and ridden with
asbestos. That Monday, when
a few dozen people gathered to
celebrate the start of the demolition and the beginning of a bright
future.
Although some people are sad
to see the historic mill go, during
demolition all materials are to be
separated and reused. Webster
Point “will be environmentally
sustainable,” according to Kevin
Bunker of Developers Collaborative, the developing firm hired
by the town of Orono in an effort
to reclaim the mill and the land.
Almost all materials at the
site are to be reused in the condominium design.
Bunker said that by reusing
materials from Webster Mill, it
will be an “interpretive way of
recalling the history of the building.” Granite from the mill’s
windowsills will be reused in
the landscaping, and old wooden
beams will be reused in the future lobby area.
Evan Richert, Orono’s town
planner, said the mill “was a
brownfield site, which means
that during its nearly 100 years
of industrial use, some contaminants with heavy metals made

their way into the soil.”
Not only were there contaminants, but the “building had become dangerous with a collapsed
roof and unstable walls,” Richert
added.
“With help from the Environmental Protection Agency,
Maine Department of Environmental Protection, and Maine
Department of Economic and
Community Development, the
town is cleaning up the site,”
Richert said.
From these agencies, the town
of Orono received $400,000 in
grants to clean the soil under
federal and state brownfield programs.
Although demolition has begun, construction for the condos
will not start until March 2012.
Before construction can start on
the condo units, real estate agent
Pauline Rock of ERA DawsonBradford has to have 12 committed buyers.
“We have 10 non-binding
reservations, and people are very
excited,” Rock said. “This is a
lifestyle people are looking for.”
With water access and new
public trails going in, Rock has
found that marketing “has been
well received.”
According to condominium
laws, in order to sell a condo to a
customer, all architecture design,
drawings and walls have to be
in place, said Bunker. Since all
the work has not been done, the
closest option to a purchase is a
non-committed reservation.

Before Bunker invests in hiring an architect to complete drawings and designs, he first needed
to “market the idea to see if anyone would bite.”
For now, no architect has been
hired, and for the time being, “efforts are focused on marketing,”
Richert said.
When drawings and architectural work are “all tied down,”
Bunker said, then “we can go
back to the people who reserved.”
The hope of both Rock and
Bunker is that the non-binding
reservations will turn into sales
when drawings are complete and
an architect hired.
“We’re almost to the point
were we can say, ‘Let’s do this,’”
Bunker said.
With projected construction
plans not set to begin until March,
condos aren’t expected to be
ready until November of 2012.
The prices of the units will range
from $179,000 to $299,000.
Eight out of 24 condominiums
will be “affordable homes for
people of average means,” said
Richert. Webster Point is meant
to target professionals, alumni and
retirees.
When asked about possible
negative aspects of housing that
targets professionals and retirees
in the heart of a college town,
Bunker denied there being any.
“In fact, that’s why we chose
Orono. Empty-nesters love college towns,” he said. “Orono is a
community where people value
quality of life.”

Commuters lament
dining changes
Hours cut in the Marketplace, while menus at Wells
move toward Hilltop, York to attract residential crowd
By Chris Chase
Staff Reporter

The new school year at the University of
Maine has commenced with more than just a
new set of faces.
For some, it has started with a new set of
dining inconveniences.
The Memorial Union Marketplace, long a
favored eatery among commuter students, now
closes at 5 p.m. on weekdays, four hours earlier than last year.
Many students, especially nontraditional,
say this has caused a great deal of annoyance.
The Maine Campus posted messages seeking comment from students on the “Announcements & Alerts” FirstClass conference.
Nicole Golden, president of the Nontraditional Students Association at UMaine, was
discouraged by the news about the Marketplace’s closing time.
“Nontraditional students make up 17 percent of the entire student body and that just
includes those who are ‘non-trads’ by meeting
the ‘over the age of 24’ criteria,” Golden wrote.
“The vast majority of us are commuters, and
the Marketplace is where we go for our lunch,
dinners, drinks and snacks.”
“If you’re working full-time and then rushing from work to an early evening class, it’s
nice to know you could go to the Marketplace
and grab a quick bite of dinner before class,”
said Robin Crocker, another nontraditional student. “I guess that’s no longer going to be the
case.”
“This is a big inconvenience for the commuter students especially now that Wells is
an all-you-can-eat venue,” wrote Kalie Hess,
a commuter and fourth-year anthropology student. “I really wonder what was going through
dining’s head when they thought that this would
be a viable option for the students.”
Kathy Kittridge, director of Black Bear Dining says she understands frustration with the
earlier closing time.
“That was a very tough decision,” said Kittridge of the new hours. “We wish we could
keep everything open all the time.”
Kittridge said the change stemmed from
several factors, many of which students helped
contribute to. Kittridge cited numerous focus
groups, personal accounts and interviews that
helped change the meal program from the previous structure to this year’s model.
“We’ve done a lot of research over the past
couple of years,” she said.

The biggest cause of the shift in hours is the
new unlimited meal plans that are being offered
to residents. In previous years, plans with finite
amounts of meals were the main way that residents ate. Students who went through all their
meals would be unable to get food at a dining
hall without putting in additional money.
Now, all residents can purchase a single
plan that offers unlimited eating at Hilltop,
York and Wells commons. Other plans also include the option of dining funds and meals, and
residents of Doris Twitchell Allen Village and
Edith Patch Hall can purchase plans tailored to
their different lifestyles.
In addition to the meal plan changes, Wells
Commons has undergone a radical shift. Previously, it served a la carte items and was closed
on weekends. Now it is open every day and
serves all-you-can-eat meals, similar to Hilltop
and York commons.
This expansion of hours at Wells and the new
plans are the primary cause of reduced hours
in the Marketplace, according to Kittridge and
Glenn Taylor, the director of culinary services
for Black Bear Dining.
“In looking at sales figures and traffic that
went through the Marketplace at night, the majority of it was resident students using their
meal plans, their dining funds, and just a small
percentage were commuter students, faculty
staff, non-meal plan holders,” Kittridge said.
She cited the 5 p.m. cut-off as a product of
data that showed non-resident traffic after that
time dropped sharply.
Kittridge said lower commuter numbers and
the struggle to keep everything open simply
cost too much money to remain viable.
“We decided, in line with the new meal
plans, let’s open Wells so the resident students
with unlimited meal plans can go to Hilltop,
Wells and York.”
With so many radical changes, the dining
service has tried to maintain a variety of venues and price ranges to make up for the earlier
closing time.
Both the Bear’s Den and Union Central have
received new equipment and menus to help
compensate for the early closure of the Marketplace, now touting a wider menu of prepared
and grab-and-go foods.
“Between the Bear’s Den and Union Central — developing the Bear’s Den menu like
we did and expanding it a little bit and making
a totally different menu at Union Central — we
felt that we could handle the crowd that didn’t
have meal plans,” Taylor said.

Police
Beat

The best from Orono, Old
Town and UMaine’s finest
Daring in the dark
University of Maine Police
Department officers responded
to an assault complaint at 10 p.m.
Sept. 6. A female student walking by Wingate Hall reported that
an unknown white male wearing
a dark hooded sweatshirt and
white shorts and riding a darkcolored mountain bike grabbed
her buttocks. Officers were unable to locate the individual, who
was also seen in the bushes by
Alumni Hall at 1:30 a.m. Sept. 7.
Shadowy sign
Two lights at Buchanan
Alumni House were damaged
before 11:43 a.m. Sept. 6. The
lights, which are used to illuminate the building’s sign, were
worth a combined estimate of
$400. One light was ripped off
its mount; the other was bent.
Locks are vital
A 2005 Ford Focus parked
in the Hilltop parking lot was
broken into at some point before

5:06 p.m. Sept. 5. The car was not
locked. A Garmin GPS, an iPod,
and a medical bag containing a
stethoscope and a blood pressure
cuff, all worth a combined estimate of $205, were stolen.
Bewildered bartering
A vehicle parked in the Hilltop parking lot was broken into
before 11:46 a.m. Sept. 6, and
a resident parking decal, worth
$50, was stolen. The car’s owner
also reported that three beer cans
were left on the dashboard.
Locker room loot
UMPD responded to the
report of a theft at the Student
Recreation and Fitness Center
at 10:06 p.m. Sept. 7. A 23-yearold male had left belongings on a
bench in the men’s locker room
when he could not find an empty
locker. His jeans, wallet, phone
and keys were stolen between 8
and 10 p.m. Although his phone
was later found by a Hilltop
dorm, his other belongings were
not recovered.

Lights out
A UMPD officer stopped a
car in the Hilltop area of campus
at 9:02 p.m. Sept. 5 because its
taillights were out. Upon investigation, officers learned the driver, Steven Rogers, 20, of Calais,
was driving with a suspended
license. Rogers was issued a
summons for driving with a suspended license and was released.
His vehicle was left in the Hilltop
parking lot.
A vociferous score
UMPD responded to a noise
complaint outside the Hilltop
Dining Commons at 10:42 p.m.
Sept. 7. Officers found approximately 20 students listening to
music from a keyboard in the
quad. They were warned and all
left the area.
Baby bedlam
UMPD responded to a noise
complaint on Connecticut Street
in University Park at 8:33 p.m.
Sept. 7. The cause for complaint
was a crying baby, and officers
learned the baby’s mother was
transitioning it from a crib to a
toddler bed. The baby was
reportedly displeased.

By Beth Kevit
News Editor
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Hark a Vagrant!

Crossword Puzzle

Answer key in sports

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

By Kate Beaton

Across
1- Wise;
5- Fish eggs;
8- Alternative to a
shower; 12- Author
Jong; 14- Cereal
grain; 15- Architect
Saarinen;
16- Small drum;
17- Nae sayer?; 18Warts and all;
19- Musk yielding
herb;
21- The continent;
23- Agency of the
United Nations;
24- Mohawk-sporting actor; 25- Green
shade; 26- Drunken;
30- Debris;
32- Wharves;
33- Ore of molybdenum;
37- Actor Morales;
38- Amble;
39- Arguing;
40- An assured fact;

Word Search

JUNE
MOSQUITOES
NO SCHOOL
PICNIC
ROLLER BLADES
SANDALS
SKATEBOARD
SOCCER
SOLSTICE
SPRINKLERS
SUNBURN
SUNGLASSES
SUNSCREEN
SUNSHINE
SUNTAN
SWEAT
SWIMMING
U V RAYS
WASPS
WATER FIGHTS
WATERMELON

Find and circle all of the summer words
that are hidden in the grid.
The remaining letters spell an additional summer item.

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy
Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

2- Bedouin;
3- Deride;
4- Earth Day subj.;
5- Tiered shelves;
6- Siouan speaker;
7- Convert into an
aromatic chemical;
8- Endure;
9- Author of fables;
10- Rubbish;
11- Old Testament
book;
13- Military organizations; 14- Greek
peak; 20- Eccentric;
22- Magazine
founder Eric;
24- Hornless;
26- Blueprint detail;
27- Seine feeder;
28- Drop of water
expelled by the eye;
29- Country singer
Travis;
30- Corrodes;
31- Growl angrily;
33- Unsteady;

34- Langston
Hughes poem;
35- Sardine containers;
36- Draw with acid;
38- Distrust of
reasoning;
41- Ambience;
42- Financed;
44- Baseball execs;
45- Brown ermine;
46- Young purrer;
47- Composer
Bruckner;
49- “Chicken of the
sea”;
51- Circle at bottom, point at top;
52- Blend;
53- Level;
54- Bandleader
Puente;
55- Numbered rds.;
56- Dextrous, lively;
59- Long March
leader;

Aries - March 21 to April 20 - Your partner may feel a little
jumpy. You may need to find help with your financial situation.
Take time to improve neglected areas in your life.

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

ANTS
AUGUST
BARBECUE
BASEBALL
BEACH
BEES
BICYCLE
BLUE SKY
BOATING
BREEZE
CAMPING
FISHING
FLIES
FLOWERS
GARDENING
GOLF
GREEN GRASS
HAT
HIKING
HOLIDAYS
HOT
ICE CREAM
JULY

Down
1- Bristle;

• • • • Horoscopes • • • •

Summer

42- Rodeo horse; 43Elephant parts;
44- Waterproof
overshoe;
45- Jamaican popular music; 48- Siegfried’s partner;
49- HBO alternative;
50- Crude native
borax;
52- Muskets collectively;
57- Conductor
Klemperer;
58- Augury;
60- Madonna role;
61- Lots and lots;
62- Big bash;
63- Discourage;
64- Actress Daly;
65- 10th letter of the
Hebrew alphabet;
66- Centrepiece of
the human face;

Taurus - April 21 to May 21 - Creative pursuits could pay off.
You may make headway in the work force if you put your mind
to it. Someone you would least expect may not have your best interests at heart.
Gemini - May 22 to June 21- Don’t get depressed — get
busy. You can accomplish a lot if you’re willing to put in a
little extra time. Don’t invest in joint ventures. You may feel
in the mood to get out and visit friends.
Cancer - June 22 to July 22 - You may be thinking of starting your own business. Travel and entertaining conversation will be informative and uplifting. Arguments may flare
up in your home.
Leo - July 23 to Aug. 22 - You may not accomplish all
that you want to at home. Your outgoing, aggressive nature
could attract someone you’ve been eager to meet. Use your
ingenuity to find solution.
Virgo - Aug. 23 to Sept. 23 - You don’t owe anyone an
explanation. This is a great day for a trip. Do your own research and be prepared. Do your own thing; you need time
to yourself.
Libra - Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 - Take a confident leap if
you wish to stay in the forefront of your industry. Sudden
changes will occur through communications with friends or
in-laws.
Scorpio - Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 - Be tactful if you see flaws
in someone else’s work. Be discreet and don’t reveal any personal information.
Sagittarius - Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 - Try not to argue about
trivial matters. Tuck your money away where no one will be
able to touch it, including yourself. Offer love and affection
instead of conflict and rejection.
Capricorn - Dec 22. to Jan. 20 - Your talents are likely to
be discovered. Things at work have been moving quickly
and you may feel a little uncertain about the changes taking
place.
Aquarius - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 - Take a day to relax and
pamper yourself. Travel may be very informative. You may
be emotional concerning a rather private matter.
Pisces - Feb. 20 to March 20 - Don’t let your mate bully
you into thinking you owe them your time or your life. You
can make profitable investments if you purchase artwork for
your home.
Horoscopes courtesy of astrology-online.com
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Editorial

9/11 impact as
wide as ever
10 years later

I

t has been 10 years since the Twin Towers fell in New
York City, shrouding the Big Apple in ash and the American
nation in sorrow.
An entire decade now separates the horrible happenstance
of Sept. 11, 2001 from our memories of it, yet we remember
as though it occurred mere moments ago.
According to a Pew pole, an estimated 97 percent of Americans can pinpoint exactly where they were when two planes,
piloted by al-Qaeda terrorists, collided with the World Trade
Center that fateful Tuesday morning in 2001. Many students
at the University of Maine were hardly double digits when
our rudimentary classes on punctuation and math were bombarded with images of a cataclysm we could hardly conceptualize as reality. Even from the minds of babes, the tragedy
cannot escape.
Approximately 3,000 innocent people died that day in New
York, Virginia and Pennsylvania, a loss barely comprehensible and hardly redeemable by any standard. Others suffered
from the quietus of their loved ones gone, while many more
became casualties of a broader-reaching figurative death —
that of American security and serenity.
And still, long after the smoke has lifted and the wreckage
of Ground Zero has been removed, following the implementation of airtight, airport security measures and the introduction
of Guantanamo Bay, small town U.S.A. continues to perish ad
nauseam, seemingly unbeknownst to big brother.
Time allows us to broaden our scope and realize the blood
spilled was not just contained to New York City or the Pentagon. The 9/11 trajectory covers countries half the world over
and people half a row from you in class. Not only are Iraq and
Afghanistan blemished by this tribulation, but Orono, happens to bear the odious mark as well.
The War on Terror, which is inclusive of both the October 2001 strikes in Afghanistan as well as the conflict in Iraq
beginning in 2003, has cost the town of Orono alone nearly
$17 million, according to a statistic on costofwar.com. Collectively thus far, taxpayers have paid $1.2 trillion dollars to
fund the War on Terror.
Will we ever be free of this expiry? Will there be a day
where one is able to mourn 9/11 as a past event, and not keep
an ongoing tally of the fallen?
Of this, we cannot be certain. All we can say at this juncture is that the wound has not healed, partly due to the fact that
the War on Terror continues to be the solution to 9/11 and also
because the laceration has been grossly underestimated.
There are a plethora of other victims still unaccounted for
among the ruins — taxpayers, servicemembers, Iraqis, husbands, wives, Afghanis, siblings, parents, friends and neighbors still fighting off the reaper of our generation’s American
calamity.
It has been 10 years since the Twin Towers fell in New
York City and we in Orono still feel the ground shake beneath
our feet.
On days such as these, we walk on Ground Zero over 500
miles away.
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Letters to the editor: Baptist badgering, rug burns
Misplaced priorities pinch the
penny, push students to desperation
With a new school year here and a
As members of the Student boisterous student body ready to learn,
Women’s Association we wanted to I feel it is my responsibility to voice
publicly express our sentiments re- my opinion as a concerned member of
garding the appearance of “Shawn the student body.
the Baptist” and his “Sin Awareness
This campus is guilty. It is guilty
Day” presentation.
of a number of injustices and even
We found his statements to be in- though the year has only just begun, I
appropriate and offensive to wom- can already tell where things are headen as well as many other sections ing.
of society. Through his demeaning
I shall begin with the specifics. I
comments about women being the was sitting in the communal couch
original sinners and likening our area that any student can locate by
way of dress to that of prostitutes, simply walking through the Memorial
he promoted a sexist, discrimina- Union when, all of a sudden, I saw a
tory and outdated point of view.
staff member bring over a giant carpet
In addition, his sign on the issue resembling the University of Maine
of abortion both misrepresented the football field.
face of abortion and demonized the
This normally wouldn’t bother me,
pro-choice movement. The SWA but at that moment I realized this camworks to open discussions and help pus has been spending money on a lot
people understand the intricacies of of things that don’t actually benefit
topics such as abortion.
the general student populous.
As a progressive feminist group,
When you live the life of a college
we encourage dialogue on these student, you gain quite a bit of insight
issues and believe that all people into the world of finances. As a unishould have a voice. We also attempt versity benefactor, you understand
to clarify misconceptions about the that every penny counts.
feminist movement and the issues
You are aware that you can only afencompassed by it.
ford laundry once every few months,
Should any reader want a space you must live on Ramen noodles and
to discuss these issues, we en- your nights are spent struggling to
courage them to attend one of our stay conscious so as to pass exorbiweekly meetings, which are held tantly expensive classes.
on Wednesdays at 5 p.m. in Fernald
We understand struggle. After all,
Hall.
we, the college students of America,
are professionals when it comes to
The Student Women’s Association being poor.
Shawn the Baptist and his
badgering band insult and incite
anger for SWA

We can identify frivolous spenders
better than anyone, especially when
the college economy in this country
is struggling more than ever. These financial hardships have some students
unable to attend college.
But how does a rug fit into all this?
Well, when you think of tuition and
the fact that two years ago, we had to
eliminate programs students wanted to
participate in because of budget cuts,
is it not reasonable to assume that the
powers that be should be pinching
pennies?
There aren’t any more theater or
Latin majors, but there is a useless
football field rug for us to walk on. If
a university is struggling and needs to
up its student body, it should be saving all the money it can. Spending
money to make money is only a good
plan when you have a guaranteed idea
of how to return a profit, after all.
The university is trying to fail.
They need to invest in the students,
not themselves. I am not ok with a
university that sinks money into making itself look prettier instead of addressing issues that affect its prime
constituents — the students.
We are a community, and if our
strongest pillar is weak then we, in
turn, are weak. We as a student body
have a responsibility to stand up for
the things that ail us.
The longer we stay silent, the more
we allow to be done to us without our
valid consent.
Zachary Goater

Have an opinion?
Email it to
opinion@mainecampus.com.
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Retaliation tactics fuel
Columnist: LePage, Aho throw
Maine eco integrity to the apes ‘War on Terror’ from 9/11
origins to present day
LePage’s appointment is
akin to designating Dick
Cheney head of the
Human Rights Campaign
or Voldemort as director of
the U.S. Institute of Peace.

Erin McCann
Welcome back University of Maine students
— just in time to see our gem of a state descend to
hell under the governorship of tea party darling Paul
LePage.
I can’t help but feel like I’m living in the time
of Neanderthals — a land of underdeveloped minds,
verbal cudgels and, of course, the good-ole’ male
chest-pound. The precipitates of evolution simply do
not manifest themselves fast enough in the primitive
prima donna himself.
This column will not address LePage’s bigoted
aspersions aimed at all those from the transgendered
community to environmentalists and anyone with a
Ph.D. It dwells not on his affinity for professing profanities to the public or his charming physical threat
to a Maine Public Broadcasting reporter.
What this column does address is this: Paul LePage is not a scientist. He knows nothing of environmental health, he knows nothing of toxicology, and
he knows as much about ecology as most grandmothers do of Lady Gaga.
LePage remains apathetic and completely illiterate to the facts and workings of science. Furthermore, as if his boasting disregard of science and its
relevance to our lives wasn’t enough, who does he
appoint head of the Maine Department of Environmental Protection and Conservation?
None other than Patricia Aho, an individual not
known for her allegiance to environmental protection but rather its nemesis: a lobbyist and environmental deregulator.
What are Aho’s environmental credentials that
warrant her DEP appointment? She graduated with
an undergraduate degree in sociology at Nasson
College, subsequently receiving a law degree from
Western New England College.
Perhaps it gets better? Think again.
Aho’s résumé touts her as lobbyist, former vice
president of the Maine Oil Dealers Association and
executive director at the Maine Petroleum Association. LePage’s new appointment is essentially akin to
designating Dick Cheney head of the Human Rights
Campaign or perhaps even Voldemort as director of
the U.S. Institute of Peace.
This act by the governor is an insult to the people

of Maine, the progress the Maine DEP has accomplished on human and environmental health and to
the most valuable assets of this state — our limited
natural resources.
LePage’s administration sees it necessary to promote business growth but fails to consider the longterm consequences of their brash methodology.
Deregulation adversely affects the health of Maine
people. Short-sighted, foolish and incompetent in
the realm of science, LePage and Aho fail to protect
consumers from chemicals deemed unsafe by leading scientists. They also seek to expedite environmental degradation, proposing to develop three million acres of the North Woods, from which all Maine
citizens will eventually reap the cost.
The U.S. DEP predicts amendments to the 1990
Clean Air Act prevented 160,000 cases of adult mortality, 86,000 emergency room visits, 13 million lost
work days and 130,000 fewer cases of Acute Myocardial Infarction.
They calculated that in 2010, the United States
reaped $1.3 trillion in environmental and public
health benefits, which only cost $50 billion. The final benefits-to-cost ratio is calculated to be 26 to 1.
While yielding economic benefits, strong regulation
of air and water pollution, chemical safety and deforestation proves imperative to the health of Maine
people.
LePage and Aho’s deregulation mantra and complete disregard for the consequences that will precipitate from their careless decisions will hurt this
state.
Wake up, Gov. LePage. Tree-loving granolas are
no longer the only advocates for environmental protection.
Immediate gratification and hubris often go handin-hand. To establish oneself as an exceptional leader, one must remain farsighted in his or her actions.
LePage’s actions have proved anything but.
He has exploited his power as governor and appears to delight in his child-like escapades, proudly
offending the majority of Mainers by disparaging
and dismissing offices and regulations the state has
established for protection of the environment, and
ultimately disparaging the health of Maine citizens
themselves.
We should not have to compromise environmental and public health for profit. Supporters of the
modern-day cave governor may chuckle in concurrence with his primordial proposals, but the longterm public health and environmental ramifications
of LePage’s ignorance and imprudence could soon
silence them altogether.

Pardis 		
Delijani
Political
Columnist

Sept. 11, 2001 is a date in
American history known not
only for tragedy, but also as the
moment when fear, anger and retaliation led to the self-destruction of the image of America and
the welfare of its people.
Although al-Qaeda’s strategy to advance its organization
failed greatly, it was successful
in reeling the United States into
a religious war against Muslim
nations in the Middle East.
The organization also came
close to achieving their plan
of action in regards to draining
America financially in order to
seize power in failing Muslim
and Arab countries occupied or
influenced by Western ideals,
just as the mujahideen had done
in Afghanistan in 1988, resulting
in Soviet withdrawal.
The financial cost of America’s action is one reason why the
United States has dramatically
fallen into debt. About $2.6 trillion has been spent during this
decade of war, not to mention
the cost of human lives and the
innocence of a nation.
The inept and amateur occupation of Iraq has also put millions
of Iraqis through what could be
rationalized as the equivalent to
hell. Children and adults have
suffered traumatic experiences
that will last a lifetime, while
causing the country to become
even more vulnerable to terrorErin McCann is a fourth-year biology student. ism, a radical Islamic government or a new dictatorship, if
Her columns will appear every Monday.
civil war were to break out.
Fear took over the Bush administration’s ability to make
rational decisions. Of course
Americans had the right to be
scared and angry about 9/11. The
simplicity of the plot and the extent that radical Muslims went
to in order to send their message
was frightening in that it was unpredictable.
Amanda Greenberg
Al-Qaida was capable of usIt’s been 10 years since we were faced with a back to that fateful day and a sense of horror comes ing a commercial plane as a
tragedy that rocked us all, regardless of what we be- over me as I stop and wonder if something like that weapon — full of civilians no
less — which made it all the
lieved in.
could happen again.
Everyone can remember exactly where they were
The rational part of me knows it is likely someone more terrifying for the American
when they heard the news about the World Trade might make another attempt and could be success- people. The Bush administration
Center terrorist attacks on Sept. 11, 2001, and I am ful. And no matter how secure we assume ourselves intensified this fear by setting
no exception.
to be, if there is a way to find the holes, I can’t help up terror-advisory color codes,
a vast new bureaucracy known
I clearly recall sitting in my seventh grade class- thinking someone will exploit them.
room when my teacher was interrupted by a fellow
I believe most of the country shares my fear. Ev- as the Department of Homeland
teacher and went out into the hall mid-lesson.
ery year, as soon as the beginning of September rolls Security and a system of torture
prisons like Guantanamo Bay.
When my instructor returned, everyone in my around, the articles remind us.
In the minds of many Americlass became quiet. We all had the sense that someAnd on the exact day, no matter where I am or
cans,
these newly created systhing was horribly wrong and within the next couple what I’m doing, there is always a moment of silence
tems,
organizations and instituminutes, we were looking at a television in the room to stop and remember.
tions
justified
the fact that the
that projected images confirming our dread. Those
This year seems to be different from all the preimages are sure to stay with me forever.
vious years in that the news coverage and articles situation was grave enough to
Being born in
appearing are in ignore constitutional principles
Canada, and thus
remembrance of and the American standard of
Everyone can remember where they were
not technically a
what good came ethics.
when
they
heard
the
news
about
the
Without the psyche of terror
U.S. citizen, someout of the nation’s
after
9/11, which became inWorld Trade Center terrorist attacks on
times makes me
recovery.
grained
into the minds of many
feel like an outsider
I’m comforted
Sept. 11, 2001, and I am no exception.
Americans,
the Iraq war would
because I believe
that we are being
in things being run
reminded through
differently in the political realm, but when I was told tragedy of the good persisting within people.
Thumbs up /
that the country I had been calling home since third
While it is still a sad day and probably will be for
grade was under attack by terrorists, I was rattled to many years to come, that doesn’t mean every year
my core.
we need to feel only sadness.
John Wayne
I had known there were people in the world that
We can have joy and happiness. We have unthinkwished harm on others. That was one of the reasons able things happen to us in a life, but hopefully there
I had chosen to avoid reading the paper or watching will be at least one person out there who allows us
Jam
the news.
to remember what is humane and good about human
Every time I looked, the harm that humankind existance.
enacted upon itself was being splashed in big headHopefully you will be reminded of the compasCider
lines right before my eyes.
sion we are capable of as a race, as I have, and the
It made me sick to my stomach, but never in my world won’t look so dismal in the wake of these
wildest dreams did I imagine that someone would somber days.
Apple picking
choose to hijack a plane and crash it into a building
full of innocent people.
Amanda Greenberg is a fourth-year journalism
Even 10 years later, I’m still transported right student.

Tragedy tells of American tendency to
gravitate toward good for 10th anniversary

Love us? Hate us?

Write us.
Letters to the editor should be 300 words, concise and clearly written. If applicable, include
your academic year. Send all submissions to opinion@mainecampus.com. Submissions may
be edited for length, clarity and style. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Opinion pieces should be roughly 650 words and clearly written. Include your name, year and major.
Submissions should be in .doc format. Send all opinion pieces to opinion@mainecampus.com.

never have happened. It was out
of fear, panic and the need for
retaliation that the United States
was prompted to go to war with
a Middle Eastern nation — nothing short of plain, pure emotion.
What other circumstances
would the United States have decided to spend trillions of dollars
going out of their way to launch
a war and rebuild a country?
If the minds of Americans
were not overwhelmed with
such various feelings toward the
event, the United States would
not be in the economic position
it is today, and more importantly,
would maintain American moral
standing in the world.
However, that reputation went
down the drain when the CIA
was revealed as an incompetent
organization capable of evil.

It was out of fear,
panic and the need for
retaliation that the
U.S. was prompted
to go to war with a
Middle Eastern nation
— nothing short of
plain, pure emotion.

Former President George W.
Bush and former Vice President
Dick Cheney eroded the moral
ground on which America stood
when they gave the stamp of approval for torture, afterward a
tool for recruitment by radical
Islamic groups.
Although Osama Bin Laden
and his organization may not
have defeated the United States,
or western influence and values in Muslim countries for that
matter. Fear and panic-stricken
minds overtook the rational
thought process needed in deciding the action that should be
taken following the attacks on
Sept. 11.
Fear and anger has a special
place in our minds that can completely control our actions. If
one cannot tame it — or worse,
a country cannot tame it — the
ideals, morals and reputation
will disappear along with rational thought, creating a path of
destruction and chaos.
And yet, this begs the question: What would it mean for the
United States to rationally approach the tragic situation?
Justice would not be served
by attacking another country or
by setting aside natural laws that
the country was founded upon,
but by strengthening our defenses against such heinous acts
and truly grasping what it means
to implement soft power. If the
previous administration took
to these measures a decade ago
rather than submitting to the urge
of retaliation and sense of fear,
Americans would not have suffered loss of life, drastic downturn of the economy and respect
in the international sphere.
Pardis Delijani is a fourthyear international affairs student. Her political columns will
appear every Monday.
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Shipping up to Bangor, clover punk in tow
New England favorites kick off inaugural
Shamrock-N-Roll festival at Bangor Waterfront
By Derrick Rossignol
Style Editor

The Irish began to relocate to the United States en
masse in the 1600s, particularly to Massachusetts,
and ever since, the state has had a decidedly Celtic
identity.
About a quarter of Massachusetts’ population
claims Irish descent and few bands exemplify that
spirit better than the Dropkick Murphys, who put
on the first annual Shamrock-N-Roll Festival at the
Bangor Waterfront on Saturday.
The Dropkick Murphys have long been connected
with the Boston sports scene — the band recorded
an adaptation of the 1902 song “Tessie,” from the
Broadway musical, “The Silver Slipper,” a song with
deep New England sports history.
The song was originally sung by the Royal Rooters, a fan club for the Boston Americans — now the
Red Sox. This supposedly motivated the team to win
multiple World Series titles until they stopped singing it in 1918. The Dropkick Murphys recorded their

“I should come down there and
beat your a-- myself right now.”
Ken Casey
Bassist, singer for the Dropkick Murphys
After fight during moment of silence for 9/11
version in 2004, the same year the Red Sox went
on to again win the World Series, ending an 86-year
winless streak.
The band has said their intent was to “bring back
the spirit of the Rooters and to put the Red Sox back
on top.”
New England sports and music fans donned
their Red Sox, Bruins, Celtics and Patriots gear and
flocked to the Waterfront for the day’s festivities,
starting bright and early at 10 a.m.
By the time the Murphys took the stage, the

Waterfront was as packed as ever. Most in attendance were drawn to the Waterfront to see the Murphys, but a host of other established touring bands
performed as well.
The Festival’s old-timers were Stiff Little Fingers, who have been active as a band since before
most students were born. They formed in Northern
Ireland in 1977 and have been playing their fierce
brand of punk rock to audiences around the world
ever since.
Other performers included Street Dogs, a Boston
punk rock band that is fronted by Mike McColgan,
perhaps best known as the original lead singer of the
Dropkick Murphys. The Mahones are a Celtic punk
band from Kingston, Ontario who were originally
supposed to be a one-time deal for a St. Patrick’s
Day party. Also playing were Chuck Ragan and the
Parkington Sisters.
Non-musically, Lowell, Mass. boxer Micky Ward
was scheduled to perform a boxing demonstration,
See Dropkick on B3

Photo National 2011: A
Survey of Contemporary
Photography
UMMA
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Penobscot Theatre
presents “Last Gas”
Bangor Opera House
7 p.m.
$20
Kickin’ Flicks Presents...
Pirates of the Caribbean
Collins Center for the Arts
8 p.m.
Open Mic
Woodman’s Bar and Grill
8 p.m.

A more comprehensive list
of postings is available at
mainecampus.com/calendar.
To submit your event, invite
calendar@mainecampus.com
via iCal or Google Calendar.

Hollywood BSO begins season with guest Koh
elite bring post Renowned violinist electrifies Collins Center crowd with emotional performance
9/11 hope
By Kaylie Reese
Copy Editor

For most Americans, the Sept. 11 attacks instilled fear — fear that the United States perhaps
was not the safe haven they thought it was, impervious to anything the world could throw at
it.
Like the moon landing,
the Kennedy assassination
and the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor, everybody
who was alive remembers
where they were when it
happened. Emotions were
not isolated to the areas surrounding the incident — the By Derrick Rossignol
sting was felt nationwide.
In a time of such despair,
the thing Americans needed most was hope.
Americans needed somebody to hold them and
say, “Everything is going to be all right.”
Celebrities have long been a primary source
of solace to the public, whether it be in the form
of entertainment, encouragement or motivation.
In the time following the attacks, people needed
somebody with authority and notoriety to reassure them.
Major figures in pop culture got together and
put on various events to return optimism to the
American outlook.
Ten days after the attack, the four major U.S.
television networks aired “America: A Tribute
To Heroes,” a benefit concert organized by producer Joel Gallen and actor George Clooney.
The program was a telethon that featured
inspirational performances by 21 musical artists, including noted philanthropists U2, Bruce
Springsteen, Paul Simon and Neil Young, among
others.
As a fundraiser, the show was a huge success that raised over $200 million for the United
Way’s Sept. 11 Telethon Fund.
About a month later, VH1 broadcasted a tribute of its own, “The Concert for New York City,”
organized by Paul McCartney. With performances and appearances by McCartney, Adam
Sandler, Jay-Z, Bon Jovi and Will Ferrell, the
aim of the show was to honor the New York Fire
and Police Departments, along with those who
perished in the attacks.
Along with “America: A Tribute to Heroes,”
the concert was named one of the 50 moments
that changed rock ‘n’ roll by Rolling Stone magazine.
See 9/11 on B2

The Bangor Symphony Orchestra premiered
its 115th season Saturday at the Collins Center
for the Arts with newly-appointed conductor
and music director Lucas Richman, along with
a captivating guest violinist, Jennifer Koh.
A prolific concert recitalist, Koh has played
internationally and is well-known for her ability to bridge traditional classics with contemporary pieces, which creates a new means of
insight to two seemingly unlike styles. One of
her recent recordings, “String Poet,” received
a Grammy nod for Best Chamber Music Performance.
After Richman held applause of gratitude
to concert sponsors, he gave a brief overview
of the evening, saying, “We are featuring dramatic masters to begin the season.”
The BSO musicians gently settled, postured
themselves and began the night with Mozart’s
Overture, “Cosi fan tutte,” translated as “So
Do They All.” This is one of Mozart’s last operas and among the most frequently played in
history.
Paul Perkins • Asst. Photo Editor
The theme of drama was evident by the jux- Jennifer Koh performs as a guest with the Bangor Symphony Orchestra, at the Collins Center for the
taposition of delicate lines contrasted with full- Arts. The concert took place Sept.10 with Lucas Richman as conductor.
bodied tones. One melodic theme continued to
become layered as it circulated around the or- — there was no excuse for not believing the her. She even stomped her foot at times, as if
reinforcing her enthusiasm, though it seemed
chestra. This theme was transformed each time story she told.
As the orchestra filtered in, accompany- involuntary. By the end, a strand or two of broanother group featured it, allowing it to build
ing her melody, the plea eventually turned to ken horse hairs from Koh’s bow freed themtoward a theatrical end.
After a brief shuffling of chairs, the audi- a struggle, a passionate melancholy. Suddenly selves and danced along, only to be quickly
ence and orchestra waited. Then, out walked Koh was playing in solitude again, dropping taken care of.
When the piece was finished, it received a
Koh in a stunning red dress and metallic silver into delicate, somber resolve.
The attitude suddenly changes in the “Ada- near-instantaneous standing ovation. The apshoes, a striking contrast to the uniform black
gio,” though plause sustained itself as Koh left the stage
attire and stagit was no less and returned several times. Koh then uttered
ing.
The stoicism of the call instantly melted
fervent than something over the applause and the audience
After
she
away as she embodied the sincerity that
before. Koh’s settled down.
tuned her nearlines projectShe tuned and began to play an encore.
ly 300-year-old
her voice, the violin, was begging for.
ed a confiAlthough each note was crisp, they flowed
concert
vioShe commanded attention as her plea
dent air — a together fantastically as a collective, making it
lin, Koh stood
story which, all the more compelling. Each note stood indestoically at the
was unrestrained — there was no
though it was pendently, yet when heard as a whole, each note
front of the orexcuse for not believing the story she told
a world away became equally dependent upon each other.
chestra, preparfrom the preAfter a brief intermission, the BSO finished
ing herself.
The orchestra postured and began playing vious appeals, still reflected back with glimps- out the evening with Brahms’ Symphony No.
1 in C minor, opus 68. Although Brahms felt
Max Bruch’s Violin Concertino No. 1 in G es of the prior theme.
The “Finale: Allegro Energetico,” resem- shadowed by Beethoven’s virtuosity, he adored
minor, opus 26. For the first part, “Vorspiel:
Allegro moderato,” the orchestra began by set- bled a dance. Koh’s song rejoiced with the ex- his brilliance. A theme from Beethoven’s Ninth
ting up a dismal call, to which Koh answered cited accompanying orchestra to share in the Symphony is evidenced in Brahms’ First, as a
celebration. The theme was graceful with a means of homage to the symphony master.
in solo.
Brahms provided a wall of harmonious
The stoicism of the call instantly melted playful justice strewn in and reflected a hint of
sound to finish out the dramatic theme of the
away as she embodied the sincerity that her folk-like whimsy.
As the intensity of the piece grew, Koh’s evening. Transcendent strings or floating melvoice, the violin, was begging for. She commanded attention as her plea was unrestrained eyes were tightly shut as the moment overtook
See BSO on B2
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Pocket Monsters vs.
Digital Monsters
Digimon the wholesome choice for family fun
Column

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor
On Sept. 10, the Old Town McDonald’s apparently lowered its expectations for applicants. By early
morning Sept. 11, the bar was raised to “closers.”

It’s the talk of the town, the
question on everybody’s mind:
which is superior, Pokémon or
Digimon?
It truly is the hot topic on
campus,
as it is
hard
to
l e a v e
your room
without
hearing
guys and
gals alike
arguing
a b o u t
Insert Coin
these monHere
sters from
By Alex
the
Far Tranchemontagne
East.
The topic often brings out
the violent side of our peers.
Just the other day, I saw two
frat boys pounding the living
snot out of each other while
screaming things like “Mega
Punch” and “Gigablaster.”
Obviously, Gigablaster put
one of them to shame. You
see, you simply cannot like
both Pokémon and Digimon
— it just doesn’t work that
way. The idea of liking both
franchises is no more contradictory than being a member
of PETA while wearing a coat
made of otter tails and feasting on delicious clubbed seal.
But I digress. What I am
trying to say is one cannot like
both lovable digital monsters
and disgusting pocket monsters. So which one is superior?
The answer is obvious —

Digimon always was and will
be the better franchise. Yes,
my stance may be controversial, so here are my key arguing points:
1. Personality
I will admit that “Pika
pika!” was cute at first, but after a few episodes it got old,
quickly. None of the Pokémon
have any personality. In the
video games, all they do is
make a lousy 8-bit sound. It’s
just the same crummy screech
from the original GameBoy
over 10 years ago.
Digimon can speak English.
They can hold a real conversation, and as far as personality
goes, all Pokémon can offer is
Ghastly’s feminine side. Since
Digimon can speak English,
they actually become humanlike characters. Who doesn’t
remember Agumon’s delightful antics? Each character was
a wonderful addition to the
series, and more characters allows for a much deeper plot,
which brings us to my next
point.
2. Plot
This was Pokémon’s biggest problem. In case you
didn’t watch the Pokémon
show as a child, allow me to
explain. It’s essentially a cycle of three episodes with the
main character meeting people with petty problems, then
a few episodes where the main
character battles and eventually gets a badge.
Repeat this formula for
about 15 seasons: it was awful.
Now for the premise of the
Pokémon games – you’re told
to get eight badges and halfway through your quest, you
defeat Team Rocket. This is
truly groundbreaking stuff
we’re dealing with.
In Digimon, they were sav-

9/11

from B1
A similar third benefit event,
“United We Stand: What More
Can I Give,” was broadcast on
ABC the day after “The Concert for New York City.” A mix
of classic and contemporary
performers took part, including
James Brown, Bette Midler, the
Goo Goo Dolls and Michael
Jackson.
In the years following the
tragedy, multiple movies and
documentaries were made
about 9/11 and the events that
followed.
In 2004, documentary filmmaker and controversy magnet
Michael Moore released his
most successful project to date,
“Fahrenheit 9/11.” The film focuses on the shortcomings of
George W. Bush’s presidency
and the War on Terror.
He critically analyzes the
2003 invasion of Iraq, which
stemmed from the Sept. 11 attacks. The film earned $220
million worldwide, a record
for a documentary. Whether or
not they agreed with Moore’s
stances, Americans were given
a new perspective about the at-

BSO

from B1
odies were grounded by an underlying slow, solemn, droning beat. The sound fluctuated
in volume as it built intensity
through this dynamic effect.
Brahms’ ability to demonstrate
majesty and grandeur through
his music was

ing the world, and that’s legit.
3. Agumon’s Pepper Breath
Enough said.

4. Evolutions
Let’s face it – many people
don’t take Digimon and Pokémon seriously because they
are so damn cute. I personally love the darling starter
phases of each series and am
confident others do as well.
Another downfall of Pokémon is once they evolve, they
stay evolved for good, unlike
in Digimon – no more cuteness, just toughness, which is
lame.
Almost every Digimon can
evolve up to six times, while
most Pokémon evolve just
two or three times.
Not only are Digimon more
adorable, they are also more
badass.
5. Unpleasant themes
The world of Pokémon
is a sick and cruel one. The
main point is to make these
poor creatures fight for
trainers’ amusement. When
they’re done fighting, they’re
crammed into a little ball
– it’s sick.
The way I see it, if Pokémon were real, Michael Vick
would be a Pokémon master
because it is no better than
hosting dogfights.
In the original games,
“Pokémon Red” and “Blue,”
you kill your rival’s Raticate
and make his grandfather hate
him. Oh, by the way, he’s an
orphan.
Look at what you did. Are
you proud? You’re an awful
person if you enjoy Pokémon
games.
On the other hand, rather
than a nightmare-inducing
monstrosity, Digimon is a
wholesome adventure that’s
fun for the whole family.
tacks and the War on Terror.
On the attack’s 10th anniversary, there are no memorial
concerts or fundraisers — that
is more of a right-after-thefact thing. That’s not to say, of
course, that there is a lack of
tributes.
The NFL’s New York Giants
and Washington Redskins had
a ceremony before their game
on Sunday afternoon to honor
the 10th anniversary of 9/11.
During the national anthem,
150 family members of those
lost in the attacks held a giant
American flag on the field in a
touching display.
In addition, every NFL team
that was active on Sunday sported a stars-and-stripes patch that
had the dates “9/11/01” and
“9/11/11” on them.
Things like these that illustrate the amount of people this
American tragedy impacted.
Everybody from athletes to actors to musicians are taking or
have taken part in something to
commemorate the event.
This united front of people
from different lines of work
shows that while the attacks
were a tragedy, they united
and helped strengthened us as
a country.
certainly evident throughout
the symphony.
The concert ended with another standing ovation. The
stylistic diversity and drama
of the music was truly a testament to the talent of the BSO.
Their next concert, “Totally
Beethoven,” will feature guest
pianist Benjamin Hochman
and is scheduled for Oct. 30 at
the CCA.
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CD Review:

Movie Review:
‘The Help’
Film adaptation remains faithful to book, but falls flat

The Wonder Years - ‘Suburbia I’ve Given
You All and Now I’m Nothing
By Alex
Tranchemontagne

For The Maine Campus

Touchstone Pictures

The Wonder Years originally began as a side project from Philadelphia whose
main goal was to get together
and just have fun.
This six-piece pop-punk
band didn’t think anything
serious would come of their
union until 2007, when their
first album, “Get Stoked on
It!” received positive feedback and led to them signing
to an indie label.
Still, song titles like “Bout
to Get Fruit Punched, Homie”
and “I Fell in Love with a
Ninja Master” don’t suggest
professionalism or ambition.
In 2010, after excessive
touring, they were signed to
a bigger but still fairly unknown record label, No Sleep
Records, and they released
their sophomore album, “The
Upsides.”
The theme of this record
was not letting sadness win
and staying happy. “I’m not
sad anymore” quickly became
The Wonder Years’ slogan.
Does this bring us to “Suburbia I’ve Given You All and
Now I’m Nothing”? Not yet.
Many still see The Wonder
Years as the lowbrow band
they once were and many others ridiculed the “I’m not sad
anymore” campaign. On the
Internet, most refer to The
Wonder Years as a guilty pleasure.
I don’t see why people still
think of them that way, but
I’m positive “Suburbia” will
win over the skeptics.
Everything, from the record’s lyricism to the instruments to the production values, is top notch. I would go
as far as to say this is one of
the finest pop-punk records
I’ve ever heard.
Furious guitar chords, passionate drum beats and roaring bass lines come together
to form 40 minutes of greatness. Only a few songs weren’t
stuck in my head for days after
first hearing them.

Hopeless, No Sleep
One thing that makes this
album so great is the lyrics.
An unfortunate part of the
pop-punk scene is that most
songs are often just about relationships. This record digs
deeper. Although the lyrics
aren’t very relatable, they allow you to see a story through
the singer’s eyes, something
hard to achieve and seldom
heard in any music.
Each song has a subtle
nudge to Allen Gingsberg’s
1956 poem, “America,” but
also manages to get its own
theme across. The themes
range from self-deprecation
to growing older, friends, religion, love, homelessness, local murder and waitresses.
That’s just the first few
tracks.
The songs make up a timeline of events of the band’s
life on the road, save the three
making up the album’s name
— those act as a filler of past
events that left a mark on their
lives. The flowing narrative
that runs throughout the album yields an enjoyable experience for those who pay
attention to it.
The music easily matches
the quality of the lyrics. The
songs here are diverse, fun and

catchy, which is exactly what I
look for in pop-punk music.
There are a few songs in
6/8 timing, a unique and interesting time signature, but
the majority of the album is
in standard 4/4. The acoustic
numbers are a nice deviation
from the driving, high-energy
punk that inhabits the rest of
the CD. “Summers in PA”
even has guest vocals from
fellow pop-punk band Four
Year Strong.
“Suburbia” will likely be
2011’s most memorable poppunk album. It takes huge
strides in lyricism and has
equally memorable melodies.
For frugal listeners, listen
to album highlights “Don’t
Let Me Cave In,” “I’ve Given
You All” and “Local Man Ruins Everything” before deciding whether or not to buy the
record.
Also, read the original
Ginsberg poem so the lyrical
references will make sense,
buy the album and enjoy 40
minutes of punk excellence
The Wonder Years offer.

Dallas Green’s latest a winner

Dropkick

City and Colour will prove to be Canadian prog rocker’s greatest legacy

but according to a status update on the Dropkick Murphys’ Facebook page, “[he]
had to drop off the entire
[Shamrock-N-Roll] Festival
due to a recent training injury
to his elbow, so he will NOT
be giving his boxing demonstration at the shows.”
Ward’s boxing career was
the basis of the 2010 Academy Award-nominated movie
“The Fighter,” starring Boston nativeMark Wahlberg and
Christian Bale. Ward is also
featured on the cover of the
Dropkick Murphys’ breakthrough album “The Warrior’s
Code.”
Once the supporting bands
were finished opening, the
venue got dark and quiet until
chants of “Let’s go, Murphys”
filled the cool evening air.
Fresh off a two-day stint
playing at Fenway Park, the
Dropkick Murphys finally
took the stage and performed
with the intensity of a thousand drunken Irishmen. The
band’s fiery variety of Celtic
punk was as loud as it was energetic and as fun for them as
it was for the crowd.
After a few zestful numbers, singer and bassist Ken
Casey spoke to the crowd and
made sure they were “rooting
for the same teams” as he was.
He also said the band was given a few days with the Stanley
Cup that the Bruins won this
past NHL season very recently, but didn’t have it for their
excursion up north.
Following another few
songs, Casey asked the crowd
for a moment of silence in
honor of the fallen victims of
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
“Thanks to about 90 percent of you,” Casey said after
a small portion of the crowd
had failed to be quiet.
He then observed a fight
had broken out in the 21+ section of the audience.
Casey, clearly upset with
the crowd’s conduct, said, “I
should come down there and

beat your a-- myself right
now,” which received uproarious applause.
The Murphys played a
small acoustic set, but their
version of acoustic is as or
more energetic than many
bands’ plugged-in material.
The driving drums, yelled vocals and aggressive riffs are as
present on the acoustic guitars
as they are in the electric.
Casey continued to harp on
the “effects of alcohol,” as he
put it, throughout the show.
After the acoustic material,
he observed, “We just played
a nice acoustic song about a
dog and this side is politely
listening and [the 21+] side is
having a mosh pit.”
Despite being a born-andbred New Englander, lead
singer Al Barr revealed that
he is not a fan of lobster. A
performer earlier in the day
said that Barr was busy eating
lobster elsewhere, but Barr
insisted he was really “eating
caviar, drinking champagne
and doing coke off hookers’
a--es.”
“Hey, it’s the truth,” he
added.
This moment exemplifies
what the vibe of the show was
all about — a band of average Joes playing a concert for
a bunch of people just like
them, joking around, sharing
a few laughs and having a
good time.
Toward the end of their set
and the festival, the Murphys
played a rendition of a tried
and true favorite, AC/DC’s
“TNT.” They didn’t add any
Celtic elements like violin
or accordion, instead opting
to keep things closer to the
original.
The Dropkick Murphys did
say that this was the first annual Shamrock-N-Roll festival and the attendance of this
year’s edition shows a lot of
promise for festivals to come.
As long as the Murphys
and company keep bringing
ear-pounding punk rock to the
Waterfront, Shamrock-N-Roll
should become an entertaining fixture in the local concert
scene.

By Kayla Riley

For The Maine Campus
It began as the little yellow
novel that could, then soared
onto bookshelves nationwide,
eventually becoming a blockbuster film.
Kathrynn Sockett’s
“The
Help” tells the vivid story of a
20-something woman growing
up in Jackson, Miss. during the
1960s and her risky foray into the
undiscovered and un-discussed
world of black housemaids.
Eugenia “Skeeter” Phelan is a
quirky, awkward young woman
who sees the world around her a
little bit differently than most of
her conservative, racist counterparts. For a column she is writing
about advice for homemakers,
Skeeter approaches Aibileen, a
middle-aged black maid played
by Viola Davis, for help in answering some questions.
Skeeter dislikes the attitude of
her white peers toward the black
maids, since she is one of few
who disagree with the discrimination against them.
She aspires to change the
world as a dedicated journalist
and decides to start by anonymously chronicling the lives of
maids in her hometown for a

Column
In the world of progressive
rock, Dallas Green is one of the
most proficient musicians at inducing eargasms.
His voice is silky smooth,
even when
dancing
along his
breaking point
between
falsetto
and chest
voice.
He is the
driving
Hardcore
force beRoar
hind City
and
Co- By Colin Kolmar
lour, which
is clearly a riff on the artist’s
name. Dallas is a city and green
is a color... get it?
If you look up City and Colour, you are bound to find various lamenting ballads with rich
chords and gorgeous melodies.
These are the kinds of tunes a
high school musician would
want to learn to impress a girl,
but also the songs that are impossible to emulate in order to
perform them as well as Dallas
Green does.

book called “The Help.”
The women are first hesitant
to divulge their stories to a white
woman due to the fear of losing
their jobs or a worse punishment,
but once they open up, she can’t
keep them from spilling their revealing secrets.
Emma Stone plays Skeeter
with accuracy but little panache,
which is disappointing for a
character that could have been
so vigorous and passionate. Allison Janney is Skeeter’s mother,
a character who should have
been given enough screen time to
match her star-quality acting.
Davis is brilliant as the heroic
Aibileen and her friend Minny,
played by Octavia Spencer, is no
stranger to the big screen. Even a
despicable Bryce Dallas Howard
is absolutely captivating as the
enemy of the film, a prim, proper
and prejudiced “Miss Hilly.”
Faithful bookworms will be
delighted to see characters peeled
from the book and portrayed successfully by some of Hollywood’s
greatest talents. They will be delighted even more still when they
hear lines verbatim from the novel. To its credit, the film sticks to
the book closely enough so even
the stringent book-to-movie critics will be pleased.

Unfortunately, beyond its literary accuracy and overall strong
acting, “The Help” lacks the passion of the book.
Skeeter is highly representative of the movie — she’s charming, fun and she might even
summon a few tears, but she’s
quickly forgettable. You wish she
would realize her potential, but
she’s just not ready.
“The Help” seems a bit unfinished and fails to address the
grit and darkness of the era. It’s
a glossed-over version of heartbreak and violence that occurred
constantly during the 1960s
South and viewers can’t help but
feel a bit cheapened by the experience.
What “The Help” does well is
stick to its origins, by entertaining and warming hearts. If you
are looking for an honest portrayal of the 1960s, look for a
documentary.
If you’re looking for a winning adaptation of an enjoyable
best-seller, look no further than
this slightly wishy-washy but engaging film.

Grade: B

These are the kinds of tunes a high school musician would want
to learn to impress a girl, but also the songs that are impossible to
emulate in order to perform them as well as Dallas Green does
He is the pied piper.
Some of the songs encountered when exploring City and
Colour’s early repertoire are
one-dimensional and even a tad
juvenile. However, Dallas’ first
full-band effort, “Little Hell,”
features material that is multifaceted and brilliant on many
levels.
Mr. Green has assembled
an elite group of musicians to
accompany him through his
transformation from waddling
caterpillar to soaring, graceful
butterfly. The textures explored
on the album and the amalgamation of layers that create
each song are rich and, pardon
the pun, colorful.
The name City and Colour
is also fitting for a project of
this style because Dallas’ material involves flawlessly interwoven instrumentation like a
grid created by a system of city
streets.
What many hipsters don’t
know is that Dallas began his
career in the realm of hardcore.

Alexisonfire was a band that
juxtaposed anguished lead vocals with Dallas Green’s clear
and reverent tenor. Inexplicably, they made it work.
There was no real question
as to why one singer’s voice
was so nasty while the other
singer’s voice was so angelic,
but the contrast was managed
tastefully by Alexisonfire. Dallas left the group to pursue his
own project full-time in 2010
and Alexisonfire officially disbanded in 2011. This was a
tragic loss for the hardcore music community, but what what
has been borne from the ashes
of Alexisonfire is the brilliant
breed of progressive rock that
City and Colour has to offer.
Unlike many artists who
attempt projects after their
hardcore glory days — for example, Aaron Gillespie’s “The
Almost” — City and Colour
achieves something that could
only be done as the next progression in an artist’s evolution
and maturation.

Dallas still maintains the
tats with which he adorned
himself during his tenure as
Alexisonfire’s clean vocalist,
but the ink no longer prints the
story of Dallas Green, the man
who can topple iron giants with
his pure and mellifluous voice.
His legacy will only be carried
out in song, and I believe that
the album that will define his
career will be “Little Hell.”
Canada has made a lot of
poor decisions, like chosing
the wrong type of bacon to
call their own. Secondly, their
national emblem is an object
that necessitates the existence
of the leaf-blower, which is a
machine that I abhor. However,
Canada did nurture young Dallas Green through his angsty,
hardcore formative years, and
the musical world is all the better for it.
Suggested listening:
“Fragile Bird”
by City and Colour
“Rough Hands”
by Alexisonfire

from B1

Grade: A
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UMaine field hockey sweeps games Somber offseason for
in the annual Catamount Classic the world of hockey
By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor

Column

In the annual Catamount
Classic in Burlington, Vt., the
University of Maine field hockey
team continued their impressive
run, winning their fifth and sixth
straight games after shutting out
St. Louis University and Cornell
University 8-0 and 2-0, respectively.
After losing their seasonopening contest to Northeastern,
the No. 22 ranked Black Bears
have improved their record to 61 on the season.
Eight different Black Bears
scored over the weekend, with
senior forward Kelly Newton and
senior midfielder Stephanie Gardiner each notching two goals.
The first goal for Gardiner also
marked her 100th point scored as
a Black Bear.
Sophomore midfielder Alexa
Binnendijk started the scoring
early for the Black Bears, putting
one in just over three minutes
into the first half against St. Louis. Newton was credited with the
assist off the corner, her first of
three in the game, before adding
the second Black Bear goal three
minutes later.
Gardiner then took her turn
with the scoring, connecting on
the milestone goal 15 minutes
into the first half before scoring
her 101st career point just over
three minutes later.
Through seven games, Gardiner has already compiled 21
points — nine goals and three
assists.
With the score at 4-0 heading into the half, senior forward
Jocelyn Mitchell added the fifth
with less than a minute-and-a-

Sports are supposed to provide
an escape from the everyday hassles and hardships that life throws
our way.
Sometimes though, no matter how hard one tries, reality infringes upon the game and snaps
onlookers back to the real world
in the harshest
of ways.
For example, the tragic
offseason the
NHL endured
this
summer
is a painful reminder of just
that.
On
May By Matthew
13, New York
Soucy
Rangers
enforcer Derek
Boogaard was found dead in his
apartment in Minneapolis.
Boogaard was 28 years old.
The cause of death was an accidental overdose from mixing
alcohol with the painkiller Oxycodone. Boogaard’s family admitted that he had struggled with pain
from playing and was addicted to
painkillers.
The NHL acknowledged that
Boogaard was seeking help from
the NHL substance abuse rehabilitation program.
On Aug. 15, Winnipeg Jets
center Rick Rypien, 27, was found
dead in his Alberta apartment. Canadian newspapers reported that
Rypien committed suicide.
No official release was made
due to Canadian laws regarding
the reporting of suicide. Rypien
suffered from stints of depression
and entered the offseason on a
nine-month leave from the Jets to
deal with personal matters.
On Aug. 31, former enforcer
Wade Belak was found dead in his
hotel room in Toronto. Belak was
35 years old and known as one of
the kindest players off the ice during his 14-year career in the NHL.
Reports are surfacing that the
NHL veteran hanged himself.
He leaves behind a wife and
two young daughters.
And lastly, and possibly most
horrifically, on Sept. 7, a plane
carrying members of the club
Locomotiv — of the Kontinental Hockey League in Russia —
crashed in Central Russia, claiming the lives of 43 people.
Lokomotiv’s entire 28-man
roster was on the plane.
Former NHL players Pavol
Demitra, Ruslan Salei, Karlis

ASG

from B6
The crowd’s views may have
been justified, as Fielder was
the only National League player
to make it out of the first round.
What was supposed to be an A.L.
vs. N.L. matchup turned out to be
an A.L. power show. Cano and
Gonzalez easily powered their
way into the final round past Ortiz and Fielder. The Red Sox and
Yankees were once again at the
center of the baseball world in the
home run derby, and the excitement did not fail to deliver.
With Gonzalez hitting 11
home runs to start the final round,
Cano would have needed to break

Jesse Scardina • Sports Editor

Senior forward Kelly Newton and the Black Bears have had no problems controlling their opponents
this season. UMaine won their two Catamount Classic games by a combined score of 10-0.

half left.
The Black Bears’ scoring continued to come in bunches, as senior forward Molly Arute scored
four minutes into the second half,
followed by Newton’s second
goal, a rebound she retained off
her own miss.
Twenty-eight minutes passed
before the Black Bears were able
to put up the snowman, as freshman midfielder Zoe Berkey put
in her first collegiate goal.
Junior goalie Alicia Frisch
started her first game of the season, stopping the two shots that
came her way. The Black Bears
completely dominated the offensive side of the ball, outshooting
the Billikens 41-3, while holding

an 11-0 advantage on corners.
Any offensive performance
will look bleak when following
such a display of scoring ability,
but the Black Bears still managed
to control the offense en route to
a 2-0 win over Cornell.
Once again, the Black Bears
jumped out to an early lead when
freshman defender Annabelle
Hamilton scored just two-anda-half minutes in. After junior
midfielder Zoe Adkins sent the
ball in on a penalty corner, Newton stopped it for Hamilton to rip
past Big Red sophomore goalie
Carolyn Horner.
The Black Bears took the
1-0 lead into the break, only to
double that lead 8 minutes into

the second half. After the Black
Bears earned a penalty stroke,
senior defender Lelia Sacré finished the free shot past Horner to
give UMaine the 2-0 lead.
Senior goalie Brittany Fleck
picked up her third win of the
season, only needing to make
two saves in the process. The
Black Bears outshot the Big Red
16-2 and held an edge in corners
10-4.
The Black Bears return to action this week with back-to-back
games in Providence, R.I. The
opening contest is against the
Friars on Friday, while the latter
is against Michigan State on Saturday. Both games are scheduled
to start at 2 p.m.

a final round record 12 to win.
With his father pitching to him,
Cano hit the record-breaking 12
home runs to win the Home Run
Derby. The A.L. won the duel as
well, with 76 home runs to the
N.L.’s 19.
Though many stars such as
Yankees Derek Jeter and Alex
Rodriguez were no-shows for the
All-Star Game, the game proved
to be interesting to the crowd on
hand. After all the pregame fanfare, the game started off with
three scoreless innings, with Angels ace Jared Weaver starting for
the American League and Phillies
future Hall of Famer Roy Halladay starting for the National
League. No runs were scored
until fellow Phillies pitcher Cliff

Lee gave up a solo home run to
Gonzalez in the 4th.
In the bottom of the fourth,
pitcher CJ Wilson came on to give
up singles to both Carlos Beltran
and Matt Kemp. This brought up
Prince Fielder, who was part of
the Home Run Derby the night
before. Fielder hit a three-run
home run that bounced on top of
the wall and over to give the National League a lead they would
keep for the rest of the game.
Later that inning, the Dodgers’
Andre Ethier, from the host city,
drove in another run to increase
the N.L. lead. World Series champion Pablo Sandoval would add
an insurance run in the seventh
when he drove in Hunter Pence
from third, giving the N.L. a 5-1

lead. In the eighth, reliever Heath
Bell gave the fans something to
remember about their All-Star
experience, as he sprinted all-out
from the bullpen to the mound,
sliding in and taking a nice chunk
of the infield grass with him.
San Francisco Giants closer
Brian Wilson and his beard came
on in the 9th to shut down any
hope the A.L. had for a comeback, earning the save and homefield advantage for the National
League in the World Series.
Nationals pitcher Tyler Clippard earned the win, and CJ Wilson earned the loss for the A.L.
Fielder, after failing in the home
run derby, would take home MVP
honors for his three-run home
run.

Skrastins and former player and
coach Brad McCrimmon were
amongst those killed in the crash.
The organization will not compete
in this year’s KHL season.
Simply put, it was a hellish
offseason for the hockey community — a community that stretches
across the world and every level
of competition. These losses are
felt at each level.
Nearly all NHL players to lace
up their skates this fall have lost
a friend or teammate this summer.
There will be heavy hearts in rinks
across the globe this winter.
One after another, tragedies involving former and current players left hockey fans and players
wondering if what they witnessed
was a terrible nightmare, while it
feels as if it has only been a few
weeks since the NHL season
wrapped up with the Bruins hoisting the Stanley Cup for the first
time in 39 years — a nightmare
in its own right in the eyes of this
Montreal Canadiens fan.
Summer is officially over for
the NHL — though it will not be
forgotten anytime soon — and
rookies will report to training
camp today. For many in the
hockey world, the return of players to the ice provides relief for
what has been a summer of tragedy and heartache through a tightknit hockey community.
The only hope is, with the
drop of the puck, the game will
once again provide the connection
that will help the hockey community push through the tremendous
losses it has suffered.
The return of the game is exactly what those who love hockey
need right now, following the lows
of the summer. It is a reminder of
why those who love the game
came to know the one they lost in
the first place.
It also provides the opportunity
to try to feel as if the players who
were lost, are still there on the ice,
even if it is only for a moment.
It is all sports can offer in
reality.

Crossword
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Recapping the EPL summer transfer window
Can I Kick It?
There’s nothing in the entire
world of sports crazier than soccer’s summer transfer window.
If you’re unfamiliar, during
the summer break — when other
sports endure a
period of free
agency and negotiations with
players finished
with their contracts, as well as
trades with other
teams involving
usually a similar
By Jesse
level of talent
Scardina
and pay-grade
— the world of
soccer is in the midst of a wild
free-for-all, when every player is
seemingly available for the right
price, no matter what their contract says.
To make up for the lack of
transactions from the NFL and
NBA lockout, there was over
$770 million spent in the English
Premier League alone, with over
$158 million spent on the final
day.
With all that moving, many
of the top EPL teams look different — some for the better, while
others are a shell of their former
selves.
Let’s take a look at, in descending order, the 10 most important transfers in the EPL over
the summer, and how their new
and old teams will be affected by
this change in scenery.
10. Scott Parker: old club: West
Ham United, new club: Tottenham Hotspur

One of the many deals on the
day of the deadline, Parker was
the second biggest addition for
the Spurs. The first, however,
couldn’t be counted in this list because he never left —the retention
of Croatian maestro Luka Modric
in the midfield.
Parker comes to a club in hopes
of retaining a Champions League
bid, but after a rise into the Top
Four two years ago, Tottenham is
now a club on the fringes of being
elite. Parker’s arrival helps secure
the Spurs’ midfield, especially
with Rafael Van Der Vaart sidelined with a hamstring injury.
Parker has been very consistent since joining the EPL in 2003,
which can’t be said for some of
England’s top midfielders (see
Lampard, Frank and Gerrard, Steven). This consistency could prove
to be vital for Tottenham’s hopes
of Europa League or Champions
League glory.
9. Ashley Young: old club: Aston Villa, new club: Manchester
United
Once again, it looks as though
the rich are getting richer, as the
reigning EPL champions added
one of the league’s most underrated players. Young has shined
on an Aston Villa team over the
last couple years, catching the eye
of Sir Alex Ferguson. With the
addition of Young, the Red Devils now have an absurd amount
of depth on the wings, with Nani,
Antonio Valencia and Ji-Sung
Park all sporting the Manchester
red. The addition of Young gives
them another pacemaker, crucial
in the late stage of a game.
8. Gervinho: old club: Lille
(France), new club: Arsenal

Perhaps no team in any top ries in the past, as well as a stable
European league had as bad a fixture in the defense for Liversummer transfer as Arsenal. Af- pool’s future.
ter having their two best players, 6. Samir Nasri: old club: Arsenal,
Cesc Fabregas and Samir Nasri, new club: Manchester City
leave for richer pastures, manager
While everyone and their
Arsene
Wenger
mother saw the dehad to somehow
parture of FabreWhile everyone
fill the gaps.
gas to Barcelona,
Gervinho was
and their mother the loss of Nasri
one of Wenger’s
really left the Gunfirst targets over saw the departure ners stumbling to
the summer, as his
pick up the pieces.
of Fabregas to
strength and scorIn hoping to fill the
Barcelona,
ing prowess could
voids in the midthe loss of Nasri field left by their
work well with
the speed and agiltwo best players,
really left the
ity of Robin Van
Wenger had to go
Gunners
Persie. However,
bargain hunting on
his welcome was
stumbling to pick the last day of the
disheartening, as
transfer period and
up the pieces.
an opening game
was able to pluck
red card and subseYossi Benayoun
quent three-match
from Chelsea and
ban has put his season on hold.
Mikel Arteta from Everton.
7. Sebastian Coates / Jose EnNasri brings more offensive
rique: old clubs: Nacional (Uru- firepower to a City club that has
guay), Newcastle, new club: Liv- more than it can handle to go
erpool
along with a sterling defense.
The addition of these two Nasri’s addition, along with Serdefenders were an integral part gio Aguero, are the reasons why
of Liverpool’s extreme summer almost all pundits have the Light
make over, as manager Kenny Blues pegged for a top-two finDalglish and owners John Henry ish.
and Tom Werner hope to restore 5. The Liverpool midfield: old
one of the EPL’s greatest lega- clubs: all over the place, new club:
cies.
Liverpool
Enrique came in as the day
The primary focus of Liverone starter in left back, one of the pool was not to reinforce the deareas of most for the Reds. After fense, but to completely revamp
Glen Johnson played out of posi- the midfield, which they have suction most of last year, he can re- cessfully done. Gone are Christurn to right back where he’s most tian Poulsen, Raul Meireles, Joe
comfortable.
Cole, Alberto Aquilani and MiAs for Coates, the Uruguayan lan Jovanovic. Here to take their
youth star adds some depth to the places are Jordan Henderson from
center backs that have faced inju- Sunderland, Charlie Adam from

Blackpool, Stewart Downing of
Aston Villa and Craig Bellamy of
Manchester City.
Combining these new additions with the signings of the January transfer window, when the
Reds focused on their attack and
brought in Luis Suarez and Andy
Carroll, Fenway Sports Group has
revamped every line of the team.
The focus of these midfield
signings is about creating chances, where Downing, Adam and
Henderson finished third, 12th
and 13th respectively in chances
created last year.
4. David De Gea: old club: Atletico Madrid (Spain), new club:
Manchester United
While the Red Devils remain
the odds-on favorite to repeat
as champions, there may be one
weakness that could corrupt their
title hopes. In years past, the
goalie position for the Red Devils
has been as stable as can be, with
Edwin Van Der Sar manning the
pipes.
With the Dutchman retired,
the young Spainard De Gea has
seemed a little rocky at times
early on in the season. A gimmegoal to West Bromwich, as well as
two easy ones let in during the 8-2
rout of Arsenal may have broken
his confidence a bit, but a shutout
at the hapless Bolton Wanderers
helped regain De Gea’s form.
3. Mikel Arteta: old club: Everton, new club: Arsenal
Fortunately for Arsenal, they
replaced their two creative midfielders with one with a positive
history in the EPL, as well as a
unique creative dynamic. Unfortunately for the Gunners, it’s not
2006. Back in the middle of the

decade, Arteta scored nine goals
and added 13 helpers. Those stats,
as well as chances created, have
all decreased in each season since,
and his health is always a question.
2. Juan Mata: old club: Valencia,
new club: Chelsea
After missing out on Modric,
the Blues needed to inject some
more creativity into a midfield
that lacked dynamic play toward
the end of last season.
Entering the EPL, Mata instantly becomes one of the quickest game changers in the league,
capable of creating chances with
quick feet and vision.
For Chelsea, his arrival could
make or break their season, as
Mata has the ability to affect another recent signing. In the midst
of a scoring drought, Chelsea’s
January signing, Fernando Torres,
is looking for a spark anywhere,
and his countryman might just do
the trick.
If Chelsea can figure out the
riddle of why El Nino can’t score,
then they are instantly in the conversation with the Manchester
Monsters. They’re hoping Mata
gets them there.
1. Sergio “Kun” Aguero: old
club: Atletico Madrid, new club:
Manchester City
Few players have displayed
the type of start that Aguero has
in the EPL. Usually, for players
outside the EPL, there’s a transition period before they excel.
For example, Torres’ first EPL
season produced 24 goals — a record. Four games into the season,
Aguero has already tallied six,
and if he continues on that pace,
he will shatter Torres’ record.

Events of 9/11 have a lasting
effect on professional football
NFL lifts uniform fines for players commemorating lives lost
Column

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Senior quarterback Warren Smith played superbly in the 35-29 loss at the University of Pittsburgh,
throwing for 334 yards on 27-45 passing.

Black Bears
from Page B6

the fourth quarter. On fourth-and10, junior defensive back Darlos
James picked off Sunseri’s pass,
although the Black Bears only
mustered a three-and-out.
The Black Bears didn’t have
as much success on the next
drive, as the Panthers returned
the short punt to their own 48yard line before punching it in

to give them a 20-point lead, as
backup quarterback freshman
Trey Anderson came in.
The Black Bears cut into the
deficit on the ensuing drive, with
Smith excelling. The Forked River, N.J. native completed seven
of eight passes on the drive for
70 yards before freshman David
Hood ran it in from a yard out.
After a missed field goal gave
the Black Bears slim hope, Smith
led UMaine down the field for
another score. Smith and Buttles
connected again on another deep

throw, as junior Maurice McDonald scored from two yards
out.
With the score 35-29 with
seconds left on the clock, the
UMaine Cinderella story hit a
wall when Pittsburgh recovered
the onside-kick to run out the
clock.
The Black Bears have one
more out-of-conference game
before entering Colonial Athletic Conference play, when they
travel to New York to take on the
University of Albany.

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Freshman forward Jordan Pellerin with the Black Bears have gone undefeated in their last three
games, sitting at 3-1-1.

Soccer

from Page B6
“It’s of those things we’ve
really stepped up with,” Atherley said, when speaking on the
improved mentality. “You look
at your growth . . . [from week
to week] . . . and you measure

[it] by your improvements.”
UMaine takes to the road
next weekend to finish up nonconference play with games
against the University of Massachusetts and Dartmouth College on Friday and Sunday, respectively.
When talking about the
preperation for the upcoming

contests, Atherley explained,
“[the two games] present different challenges. Maybe the
two most demanding games of
the year on the road . . . [but]
each one is going to present different challenges, and for us,
again, it’s the consistency factor — that’s what we’re looking
to achieve.”

The memories of Sept. 11,
2001 still have the ability to
bring us back to that fateful
day. We remember where we
were, we remember how we
felt, we remember what we
though and we remember that
in the ensuing week, football
and sports
in general,
stood still.
As the
NFL kicks
off for its
first Sunday on the
10-year
anniverBy Charlie
sary,
we
Merritt
look back
at 9/11 and
its effects
on America’s favorite game.
After the attacks happened
in 2001, the NFL had to cancel the Sept. 16 games as well
as the Monday night game.
As result of the pushed back
date, games were held at the
end of the regular season. The
extended 2001 season is one
of the reasons the present-day
Super Bowl ends in February.
America takes pride in what it

recovered from, and it takes
pride in the NFL recovering
that year as well.
The success of the NFL is
something every nation should
envy. It hopes to set an example for kids to look up to, and
after such a traumatic moment
as the 9/11 attacks, our country has always made a point to
exemplify selflessness.
In May 2002, only eight
months after the attacks, Pat
Tillman, a safety for the Arizona Cardinals enlisted in the
U.S. army.
Pat Tillman was not an average football player by any
means. Slightly undersized,
the 5-foot-11-inch Tillman
played safety at Arizona State
and won the Pac-10 defensive player of the year. He
left college after three-anda-half years with a 3.84 GPA
and joined the Arizona Cardinals in the seventh round of
the 1998 NFL Draft. In 2000,
Tillman had 155 tackles and
two forced fumbles and made
Sports Illustrated’s All-Pro
Team.
In May 2002, he turned
down a $3.6 million contract
from the Arizona Cardinals in
order to join the U.S. army.
Tillman was killed in April

2004 by friendly fire serving
in the line of duty in Afghanistan.
The story of Pat Tillman is
a somber one, but what he did
for this country will always
mean something to football
fans. The example he set is
one we hope to stand by.
Over the weekend’s games
you saw such players as Kansas City Chiefs running back
Jamaal Charles wearing cleats
with stars and stripes, or Chicago Bears linebacker Lance
Briggs wearing gloves reading “never forget.” Normally
the home of strict wardrobe
regulations, the NFL decided
to back down on its uniform
policy for the anniversary.
This Sunday was the first
Sunday of the 2011 football
season, which many people
across the country are extremely excited for. But to
take a page out of Briggs’
book, never forget the sacrifices made by the actual heroes on that fateful day, and
the additional sacrifices made
by Tillman and every other
soldier that put his or her life
on the line so we can enjoy
our simple freedoms.
Such as enjoying Sunday
NFL football.
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UM field hockey
wins 6th straight
Black Bears sweep the
Catamount Classic
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Field Hockey (Sat.)
Football (Sat.)
Soccer (Sun.)

8 0 St. Louis
29 35 Pittsburgh
1 0 Rhode Island

Field Hockey (Sun.)
Red Sox
Samantha Stosur

2 0 Cornell
1 9 Rays
6-2 6-2 Serena Williams

“If you can be successful against a team like Pittsburgh, there is room for optimism.”

UMaine football head coach Jack Cosgrove

Sorting out the
transfer window
The winners and losers of
the summer

B5

Just out of reach
Pittsburgh: 35
UMaine: 29

By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor

Although moral victories in
the time of defeat are often overstated, the sentiment may be true
in the case of the University of
Maine’s football loss to the University of Pittsburgh on Saturday.
Only once has Football Championship Subdivision UMaine
defeated a Football Bowl Subdivision team — 9-7 over Mississippi State in 2004 — but a
35-29 loss against the preseason
No. 2 of the Big East is nothing
to frown about.
“We figured out some things

we could do and I thought our
quarterback kept his poise,”
UMaine Head Coach Jack
Cosgrove said. “If you can be
successful against a team like
Pittsburgh — a Big East team
— with throwing and catching
the football, there is room for
optimism.”
The Black Bears fall to 1-1 on
the season, while Pittsburgh improves to 2-0.
Although they didn’t pick
up a first down until midway
through the second quarter, the
Black Bears’ offense still rose to
the occasion, gaining 371 yards
to the Panthers’ 381. Most of the
offense came through the air, as

Black Bears narrowly
miss Big East upset,
fall to Pittsburgh at
home of Steelers

senior quarterback Warren Smith
picked up 334 yards on 27-45
passing with no interceptions.
On the ground, the Black
Bears weren’t successful, as four
rushers combined for 37 yards
on 25 carries.
On the first play of the game,
sophomore defensive tackle Michael Cole sacked junior quarterback Tino Sunseri, the first of
seven times the UMaine defense
would take down the Pittsburgh
signal caller.
The Panthers recovered and
eventually scored, taking a 6-0
lead before two field goals extended it to 12-0.
Midway through the second

Looking back at the
Midsummer Classic
By Joe Sturzl

For The Maine Campus
Longing for the dog days of
summer? With school back in
full swing and the temperature
cooling by the night, let’s take a
journey back to the Midsummer
Classic, when life was easy and
books were cheap.
After taking a summer job in
Phoenix with my uncle, a couple
of buddies and I decided to purchase tickets to the Midsummer
Classic.
The 2011 MLB All-Star Game
festivities kicked off in Phoenix,
Ariz. on July 10 at Chase Field,
merely days after the largest dust
storm in 30 years covered the
retractable roof of the Diamondbacks’ home stadium in a yellowish tint.
The world’s largest haboob
couldn’t stop the chatter about the
star of the Futures Game, 18-yearold Bryce Harper. Sadly, none of
the talk could help the Washington Nationals’ Double-A star, as
he went 0-4 with two strikeouts
and two groundouts to first base.
It was a pitcher’s game until
the sixth inning, with one run or
less allowed in every inning up
until that point. With the U.S.
team leading the World team 30, the World’s bats finally came
alive when Los Angeles Dodgers prospect Alfredo Silverio hit a
two-run home run off Cleveland

Olympic gold medalist and softball pitcher
Jennie Finch provided a few laughs
as she unleashed her full fastball on
the youngest Jonas Brother.
Indians prospect Drew Pomeranz,
pulling the World to within one
run of the U.S. The World’s future
stars took the lead in the eighth,
4-3, until Grant Green of the A’s
Triple-A affiliate hit a double off
World pitcher Kelvin Herrera to
start the rally for the U.S.
Rays minor leaguer Tim
Beckham hit an RBI double that
drove in Green to tie the game at
4-4. A third double in a row from
Yankees prospect Austin Romine
would see the U.S. team take the
lead for good. Matt Harvey of the
Mets would close out the game,
as Green would win the Futures
Game MVP in a 6-4 U.S. win.
The celebrity softball game
followed, with stars ranging from
former baseball greats such as
Ozzie Smith, Bernie Williams
and hometown favorite Mark
Grace taking the field with the
likes of celebrities Nick Jonas,
singer Jordan Sparks and football
star Larry Fitzgerald.
Olympic gold medalist and
softball pitcher Jennie Finch
provided a few laughs as she
unleashed her full fastball on the
youngest Jonas Brother, and Carlos Bocanegra of the U.S. Men’s

National soccer team was pitched
a soccer ball.
Hall of Famer Rickey Henderson’s solo shot in the first, however, would not be enough, as the
National League beat the America
League 5-3.
The Home Run Derby on July
11 was an entertaining event, as it
is every year, especially with the
new team captain concept. David
Ortiz of the Boston Red Sox and
Prince Fielder of the Milwaukee
Brewers picked their own teams
in an American League vs. National League showdown. Ortiz
stayed in the A.L. East division
by picking teammate Adrian
Gonzalez, New York Yankees
second baseman Robinson Cano
and Toronto Blue Jays slugger
Jose Bautista. Fielder selected
Matt Kemp of the Los Angeles
Dodgers, Matt Holliday of the St.
Louis Cardinals and teammate
Rickie Weeks, a choice that was
met with much displeasure from
the hometown crowd as chants of
“Justin Upton!” could be heard
during Weeks’ turn in the first
round.
See ASG on B4

quarter, Smith was able to put
the Black Bears on the board
when he found senior tight end
Derek Buttles for a 22-yard
touchdown. Buttles finished with
seven catches for 148 yards.
The seven catches tied a career-high for Buttles, who has
caught seven balls twice before,
and the 148 yards is a career
best.
The Panthers added an important score with just over two
minutes remaining in the first
half, driving over 70 yards down
the field to take a 20-7 lead into
the break.
After an offensive pass interference call nixed a 45-yard

Panthers completion, Pittsburgh
continued the drive on a fourthand-5 with a 25-yard pass from
Sunseri to junior tight end Hubie
Graham. A 16-yard rush from
junior running back Ray Graham was followed by a threeyard burst for Graham’s second
touchdown of the half.
The Panthers threatened to
score on their first drive of the
second half, but UMaine sophomore defensive back Kendall
James intercepted Sunseri in the
end zone.
After a short drive by UMaine,
the Black Bears stopped the Panthers with back-to-back sacks by
Cole and junior defensive tackle

Doug Alston.
A botched punt gave the ball
back to the Black Bears on Pittsburgh’s 47-yard line. On the first
play of the drive, Smith found
Buttles again for a 42-yard completion, setting up a five-yard
touchdown reception for senior
running back Derek Session.
The two-point conversion by
senior quarterback Chris Treister was successful, bringing the
score to 20-15.
After a third rushing touchdown for Graham made the score
28-15, the Black Bears’ defense
once again halted the Panthers
while they were threatening in
See Black Bears on B5

UM soccer skunks URI

Black Bears unbeaten in last 3 contests after 1-0 win
By Liam Nee

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
women’s soccer team is now on
a three-game unbeaten streak
after defeating the University
of Rhode Island 1-0 in a rough,
hotly contested home match
last Sunday.
UMaine
senior
striker
Courtney Harnais scored the
only goal of the game in the
25th minute when she took a
pass from freshman midfielder
Jordan Pellerin at the top of
the box and fired an electrifying shot, lofting the ball over
diving Rhode Island freshman
goalkeeper Reilly Lindsay from
35 yards out.
Harnais has now scored a
game-winning goal in back-toback games for the Black Bears
— she netted the lone goal
against the College of Holy
Cross on Sept. 8.
Black Bears junior goalkeeper Meagan Price-Leibenzeder was spectacular, making seven saves to capture her
third 1-0 shutout of the season.
UMaine improves its record to
3-1-1, while Rhode Island falls
to 3-2-1.
Despite being out-shot by
the Rams 3-7 in the first half,
UMaine was still able to find
chances and take control of the
possession battle after Harnais’
goal.
Things got rough in the sec-
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Sophomore midfielder Maggie Malone measures up to clear the ball
in UMaine’s 1-0 win over the University of Rhode Island.

ond half when two UMaine
players, freshman midfielder
Camille Varin-Tremblay and
senior defender Kaitlyn MacIsaac, received yellow cards
in the 74th and 83rd minute
respectively, but strategic time
management decisions from
the team and head coach Scott
Atherley helped secure victory.

In the Black Bears’ last
home game against Iona College, a 1-1 tie, Atherley stressed
that the team needed to find a
better mentality while on the
field. Now, just a week later, the
team looks more cohesive and
is starting to click.
See Soccer on B5

